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Block Drag-am farmin~ton. Maine 
FRONTIS·PlECE 
INTROD1JCTION 
Location and Culture: 
The Farmington ~uadrangle is situated in the west 
central part o:f 11aine and is bounded by· north latitudes 
44030' and 44045' and west longitudes ?OOOO' and 70015'. 
Farmington, the largest co~~ity in the quadrangle ~ith 
a population o:f approximately 35oo; ·is located on the 
Sandy River.· f.1any smaller communities lie within the 
. quad:va.rxgle, the chl.ePones being ~lilton on the \iilson 
c-
Stream and J'ay -on, the Androscoggin River. The Farmington 
Quadrangle is located chie:fly in Franklin County; however, 
a small area in the nqrtheast part o:f the quadrangle is in 
Somerset ·county~ and another small area to the southeast 
lies in Kennebec_ Cou.~ty. 
· This is a region o:f subsistence :farming re:flecting 
the nature o:f the poor soils, hilly irregul_ar topography, 
and a short growing season o:f approximately 100 days~ A 
:fe1-1 excellent :farms- do occur ·along the· Sandy R:Lver :flood 
plain and at Hidden Acres (2,7). As one traverses t~ough 
the woods., it is not at all uncommon to encounter a set o:f 
abandoned :farm buildings iri_ruins with the :fields reverting 
to scrubby growth. Subsistence :farming as an economic 
activity is supplemented by work in the various mills in 
• <(-~ 
the· quadrangle such as the wool!'<:·and shoe mills at Wilton. 
Pulp wood logging_is an important industry with the 
1 2 z _, 
1 2, 3 
4 4 s G 6 
1 8 9 
7 8 9 
FIGUR£ l 
Re~angulal"' Method -for Locating 
- • _ Feattrres on a Map 
-As a convenient method o:f locating :features on maps, 
the method used by vlol:fe (1949, p. 356) known as the rec-
tangular method has been adopted. The method described by 
\•Tolf'e. :follovTs: 
rtThe meridians and parallels on topographic maps serve 
to divide the_map into nine rectangles, which are 
numbered le:ft to right as one reads, <U~d each in turn 
may be divided into nine smaller imaginary r~ctanglos 
numbered in.a similar max4~er (:from lef't to r~~~t). 
In using this method, any small portion o~ the maP 
may be q_uickly and accurately indicated by stating 
the numbers designating the large rectangles and then 
its imaginary subdivision~n Wol:fe (194~, ~· 356) 
2 
pulp being.processed -at Livermore Falls on the Androscoggin 
River south o£ the quadrangle. Owing to the presence o£ 
many clear lakes the·region is a tourist attraction £or 
vacationers in the ·summer. The heavy snows and hilly ter.:.. 
rain attract skiing enthusiasts in the winter • 
. Fi£ty years ago, the granite quarry at North ;jay 
was in £ull operation. Granite £rom this quarry was used 
in the c9ns~ruction o£ Grant's Tomb in New York City. To-
day· all work has ceased ·in the main quarry, but a little 
granite is produced £or general purposes at a new location 
about a mile to the northwest. 
Some sand and gravel is used £or sanding operations 
in the w-inter and £or road c~nstruction. 
Purpose and Procedure o£ the vfork: 
The writer spent the s~~ers o£ 1957, 1958, and 
six weeks o£ 1959 collecting data that would lead to a 
satis£actory geologic map o£ the S:rea investigated a...11.d to 
a picture o£ its geologic history. Lithologic a....'ld struc-·· 
tural in£ormation was plotted on the Uni-ted States Geological 
Survey Topographic ~fu.p, Edition 1924, revision 1956, o£ the 
Farmington Quadrangle. 
To analyze the events that have taken place during 
geologic time, it is necessary to consider.the lithology, 
stratigraphy, and. structural geology.o£ the area~ For this 
purpose the writer has prepared 163 standard petrographic 
thin :.gections; each o£ which has been analyzed. Detailed 
3-
field notes appertaining to the structure have bean 
recorded. Additional tectonic infornation was derived 
fr9m geomorphologicai studies. study of the surficial 
deposits has yielded information concerning the conditions 
of deposition and erosion during and in post Wisconsin time. 
Hany of the events that the writer is t_-ying to 
reconstruct occurred 250 to 400 million years ago, and time 
has served to mask mv.oO. o.£ the detail. Problems arise for 
which answers are only partially or.not at all available. 
The general approach toward the solution of these 
problems is one proposed by Chamberlain- "-the method. of 
multiple hypotheses". Often; several different hypotheses 
may .be proposed that are in accord with all the known facts. 
In time, as more work is done in tnis part of Maine and 
more evide:;~'}t~ is collected, one of these hypothesas, prob-· 
ably modified, will emerge that will best reconstruct the 
geologic history of-the Farmington area. 
- Previous Geological Investigations: 
The ~revious bed rock investigations .of ths 
Farmington Quaur~sle have been on two different levels~ 
either reconnaissance or detailed analysis of limited sec-
tions of the quadrangle. 
One of the earliest accounts about the geology of 
the Farmington area: is found in the Third .AnnUal Report on 
the Geology _of the Sta.te of I•Iaine by C. T. J'ackson·M.D._. · 
(1839, pp.· 19-34). He mentions. visits to areas· east of 
Farming~on where limestone beds are eXposed; In a descr~p-
4 
tion of his trip to Powder House Hill he mentions a mica 
slate with tron pyrites. He observed granite localities in 
the vicinity of Chesterville together with other lime sili-
cate beds at Vienna and Mt. Vernon. 
A preliminary geologic map of Maine was prepared 
by Arthur Keith in 1933 in which he presents a sequence of 
folded Pre-Cambrians Cambri~~, Ordovician, and Sil~ian 
metamorphosed se-diments intruded by Carboniferous granite 
in the Farmington Quadrangle. This map is_ apparently with-
out basis in many areas. 
Lloyd \•T. Fisher has discussed the structure and 
~tamorphism of the Lewiston, I1aine region (1941, pp. 107-
159) in which five mapable units were proposedo 
l. G, Pejepscot quartz,. fe.ldspar, biotite 
gneiss and schist 
2. g _ Talor Brook gneiss 
3. G-- Ord. Androscoggin lime s:ilicate gneiss 
4. Sil •. Sabattus quartz, mica, sillimanite schist 
Sil. Winthrop cblorotoid phyllite 
- A reconnaissance survey of limestone in Franklin 
County, I1aine was conducted by Pratt-and_Allen, {1949, 
pp. 23-29) •. In this report a tentative $tratigraphic 
column was established. The R~~gely Conglomerate was 
designated as oldest- ove;rlaiJ?- by a staurolite schist or 
variable composition. This was. overlain by a fine grained 
phyllite rich in iron sulfide, overlain by an ilnstained 
5 
·phyllite conta~ning much lime silicate and gneisso Because 
the designation o~ the units was tentative, no e~~ort was 
made to assign names to the units. 
An account o~ the granite quarries at North ~ay 
owned by the }fuine New Hampshire Granite Corporation h~s 
.been published by Dale (1907, pp. 60-83). In this publica-
t~on Dale describes the granite and associated structural 
~eatures. A, chemical analys.is o:f the granite by Pro~ess~r 
John E. Wolf~ is presented and will be repeated in this 
work. Some·attention is also given to the economic signi-
~ic8..n.ce o~ the. quarry by Dale. Henry Allen, while a can-
didate ~or ~he -}1asters Degree at the University o~ Missouri, 
prepared an unpublished thesis on the UppeT Quarry area 
·North ~ay-, lfuine 1949. 
The northeastern quarter o~ the quadrangle was 
.studied by Boons 1955. Boone divided the rocks into two 
. stratigraphic units., a Northern and a Southern group. He 
discuss3d ·the petrography and petrology o~ each. Two 
p:l:-utons were studied ·with particular enphasis c:m their 
adjacent country rocks. 
An age :for the Jay Granite using the Po-tassium-
Argon relationships has been determined as 247 million 
years at the Massachusetts. Institute o~ Technology lab-
oratories. 
The most complete geologic studies in ciose prox-
imity to the Farmington Quadrangle have been done. in the 
Phillips Q;uadrangle.by l-1oench 1954~ in the Anson Q.uad-
. . . 
ran,gle by Cariani 1958, in the Kennebago Lake Q.uadrangle 
by Willard 1958, an.d the Skowhegan Q;uadrangle by Borns 
1959, .figure 2. All o.f these works have been Ph.Do 
dissertations at Boston University. 
Geomorphological studies prior to this work have 
been conduqted on a reconnaissance level and on a detailed 
s~ale'.for limited problems. 
The Maine Tec~-~ology Experiment Station has con-
. . ~ - . ducted a survey o.f road materials in ·.~OnJunction with a 
(" 
study o.f the glacial geology o.f I-ra;tne. This work has bean 
prepared by H.·w. Leavitt .and E. H. Perkins, 1934-1935, 
Volumes T and II. 
· Wol.fe and Swarz~nsk~ have i~vastigated erosion 
levels in northwestern I1aine~ (1953). The results o.f 
their studies indicate that. these erosion levels are tee-
tonically controlled. Each erosion level records a periodic 
uplift o.f the land surf' ace~ Thi's study' was not conducted in 
the Farmington Q.uadr~~gle. The levels. they note~ were above 
most o.f the heights in the Farmington Q.uadrangl.e, and their 
.findings a~e not applicable here. 
Dabney Caldwell (1959) investigated varts o.f the 
glacial geology o.f the Fa~ington Q.uadrangle; his work was, 
conducted primarily in the southern part 'of' the quadrangle. 
·Antevs (1928) -has conducted physiographic studies 
.slightly. to the east and northeast o:f the H.rea. These in-
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vestigations are concerned with the marine limit which he 
placed at approximately 400 ~eet. 
Work .f.!: Progress: 
The ~allowing chart gives i~ormation as to the work 
in progress in the vicinity o~ the Farmington Quadrangle. 
. . . . 
Localities can be re~erred to the index map, ~igure 2. 
Area Worker and a~filiation 
Rangely Quadrangle Victor Colombini B.U. 
_Kingfield Quadrangle Stanley Skapinski B.U. 
Kingsbury Quadrangle Robert Coyle B.U. 
Little Bigelow Ut. 
Quadrangle Ross Schaf~ B.U. 
Bingham Quadrangle 
Farmington-Livermore 
· Ql.l-adrangle. 
DixSield Quadrangle 
Charles Osgood B.U. 
Dabney Ca~dwell 
. . Maine Survey 
Kost Pankiwskyj Harvard 
Stratton Quadrangle Andrew Griscom U.S~G.S. 
. Physiography: 
.. ~· .. 
_,_·,· ·:.: 
Type of in-
vestigation 
Bedrock 
Bedrock· 
Bedrock 
Bedrock 
Bedrock 
Glacial 
Bedrock 
Bedrock and 
Geophysical 
.. 
·. The Farmington Q.uadr.a.ngle lies in the New England 
Upland 'sectio'n o~ the New England Physiographic Province, 
near the boundary with the White Nou.ntain section to the 
west. The hi~1est elevation is 1520'-1540' in (1,1) and 
the lowest 280f-260 1 along the Sandy River at (6,3). The 
relief decre~ses to the east and south except for some 
isolated hills which rise about 700' above the valleys. 
Most of the hills are covered by a mantle o~ Pleistocene 
till' giving them a-fairly well rounded appearance. Some 
hills have steep inclines on the glacially leeward side. 
Two major stre~~s· pass through the quadrangle, 
the Androscoggin and the Sandy rivers. The Sandy River 
:I.s actually a tributary o:f the Kennebec River, joining it 
three miles south o:f ~mdison in the Anson Quadrangle. The 
Androscoggin R_iver, like the Kennebec River, is· one of the 
principal trunk stre~ms in the state of Maille; but since 
only two arid a half miles o:f the river is in the quadrangle, 
the. entire drainage basin of the river will not be dis-
. cussedo Falls· are present on many of the strea..-ns, such as 
at Farmington Falls on the Sa..'1.dy River where the drop is 
about 15 1 · or on the Temple Stream in Temple· and on: the 
Wilson Stream in East vlilton·. The significance of these 
will be discussed ·in the chapt.er on geomorphology. 
The topography of the quadrangle· varies from ._xn.iddle 
. to late maturity, applying the Davis system o:f classi:fica-
tion~ ·rn the west and northwest sections, the stream valleys 
·narrow noticeably, giving a mature topographic appearance to 
·the landscape, whereas to the east and southeast a pronounced 
shift toward old age can be noted. 
Most of the lakes in the region are the result o:f p~­
tia.J,. damming of former stream valleys by glacial debris; exam-
p~es ar.e Pease Pond (4,9) and Crowell Pond (6,8). Clearwater 
Pond (2,3) is probably the result of dii':ferential weathering 
and erosion of a small granite area combined with damming at the 
southern end. loiost of the prominent hills in the routhern half 
o:f the quadrangle are underlain by granitic type rocks. 
The general aspect _ o:t: the topography o:f the Farmington 
Quadrangle is a mature one .!llodi:fied by gl.aci_al. erosion and dep-
osition. Glacial erosion bas caused over-steepening of some 
_ slopes~ The drainage has been partially disrupted by choking 
o:t: :former channels by sedimentss :forming lakes and sw~~s and 
o:ften resulting in·the development o:f new stream beds. 
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STRATIGRAPHY AND LITHOLOGY 
Introduction: 
The stratigraphic units which have been identi-
~i.ed 1R.the Farmington Quadrangle have been described by 
M.oeneh ({]:.'954) and later-by Cariani (_l958)s Willard (1958) 1 
and JBorns (1959) ~ l'rec:ise correlation of' strat:igraphic 
units ~ tbe Far.mington Quadrangle with associated areas 
:Ls _made dtlf':icult by: the complete lack of' any usef'ul 
~ossfis in the quadrangle,_ the varying degree of' metamor-. 
phi:sm, and the complex structural relationships. 
ST!Wr.IG:aAI'IIIC WITS 
Lost Brook Shale.: 
.Moench (1954) has described the Lost Brook Forma-
. . 
tion :a;s. the oldest stratigraphic unit in West Central 
Maine,. No f'ossils have been discovered in this unit and 
. . 
the te~tative age is set as Late Ordovician to M_iddle 
Si.1urian. ~e unit :Ls essentially a non bedded argillaceous 
materiaJL. Metamorphic equivalents are siatey phyllites, 
peylli:tes, pseudomorphic stauroi:ite bearilig phyllites, and 
·contact hornfels adjacent to phanerocrystalline bodies. 
Near the top of' th:is unit lenses of' a pol!lllict conglomerate 
appe~. The type locality ~s in the vicinity of' Lost Brook 
in tl:m Cupsuptltc Q;uadrangleo It is unlikely that any of' 
tp:!s i'•oriiiUition occurs in the Farmington QUadrangle. There 
. ' 
., .. ,~-
0 
is, however, the possibility that the unit can be confUsed 
with what is here mapped as the :oyer Rill member o:r the 
Madrid Formation. 
~ Mountain Formation: 
Moench (1954, P~ 27) used the name Rangely Formation 
to describe the lithologic units that Cariani used to des-
cribe the Perry Mountain Formation (Cariani 1958, p. 12). 
Bot~ MQench and Cariani describe.the unit as essentially a 
well bedded predominantly arenaceous unit with subsidiary 
. .~ . 
interbedded thin layers o:r argillaceous material. Moench 
·:rurther described a poly.mict quartz granule conglomerate 
in the lower sections o:r the formation. Thick massive 
impure arkosic quartzites can be found near the top of the 
Perry Mountain Formation on Perry Mountain, the type 
locality, in the Rangely ·ctuadrangle. Cyclically bedded 
sandy and shaly horizons which have been subjected to 
middle grade metamorphism m;ark the uppermost part of the 
· Percy Hountain Formation in the type locality. The well 
de:rined bedding and sandy-texture of the lithology o:f this 
formation distinouuish it :r:om the Lost Brook Shale and lack 
of abundant sulfide and abundant carbonate materials serve 
:to separate it :rrom the overlying units. No units in the 
Farmington Quadrangle have been assigned to the Perry 
Mountain Formation, although the outcrops northwest of 
Varnum Pond appear greatly like the Perry Mouritain Formation • 
. ' 
ren the b~s~s o~ lithology alone in th~s area the rocks would 
be so mapped but total structural and stratigraphic con~ ·· 
si.derations hav·e l.ed the author to assign these Perry Moun-
tain like rocks to the Madrid Formation. 
The Smalls Falls Formation (Parmachenee): 
General.Relationships: This ~ormation also was 
~irst identi~ied and described as the Parmachenee Formation 
"by Moenchc The uriit as described by him consists o~ inter-
calated arenaceous, argillaceous, and calcareous beds con-
taining extensive sul~ide, either amorphous iron sul~ide, 
pyrite, or. pyrrhotite. The relative order of abundance o~ 
. . 
the various types o~ lithologies is argillaceous, a~enaceous, 
an~ calcareouse Sul~ide is common in all lithologic types 
o~ the ~ormation but the highest percentage content is· in 
the argillaceous ~raction. The type locality as described 
by Moench is on the eastern shore o~ Parmachenee Lake in 
the Cupsuptic ~dranglee Moenchfs mapping was generally 
restricted to the Phillips Cltladrangle, and it is not en-
tirely certain that his sulfide bearing rocks do correlate 
with the black pyrite bearing rocks in.the Parmachenee 
region. Actually, the term Par.machenee Formation properly 
.·applies to the rock o~ the lithologic. type and strati-
_ graphic position o~ the rocks at Smalls Falls in the Rangely 
Quadrangle. This is the us.e · o~ the term Parmachenee Forma-
tion in this paper. The author proposes that the ~ormation 
• ;~ '. < 
. ..u,p· 
,. 
name be changed to that o~ Smalls Falls Formations charac-
terized by the excellent exposures at Smalls Palls, Rangely 
Quadrangle4 A thick section o~ sul~ide rich rock is ex-
posed in this area~ It is clearly ~loored by the Perry 
Mountain Formation one hal~ mile west ·on Highway #4 and 
_ .. i.s clearly overlain by the l-1adrid Formation to the east 
in the vicinity o~ Madridc Moench (1954, pp. 58-62) has 
described the latter relationship and Colombini (personal 
coilllliililication) is describing the lowel? contact. 
It should be emphasized that there is considerable 
. risk in correlating various rock units on the basis 0~ 
~ide content. Since the indications point strongly ~or 
a syngenetic origin ~or the sul~ide; its presence simply 
suggests anaerobic and a stagnant sedimentary environment 
which could have been repeated many times and in many places 
in the geosyncline. Moench (1954, Po 60) describes sul~ide 
····layers in the Hadrid Formation and there can be little doubt 
· that the use o~ sul~ide beds ·as horizon markers is hazardous 
at besto 
The author will re~er at this point to all occur-
rences in·t~e Farmington ~uadrangle o~ the Parmachenee type 
. units as the Smalls Falls Formationo It has been mapped as 
tw.o distinct belts in the Farmington ~adrangle trending 
· NE-SVl ranging in width between 3/4 to 1 3/4 miles. Plate L 
The most north westerly exposed belt is exposed on Cowen 
Rill (2,1) and Porter Hill (1,5). The second belt is ex-
posed on T;!.tcomb Hill (2,5), Mosher Hill {2,3) a.n,d Powder-
Rouse Hiil (2,7)o These two belts .continue northeastward 
thinning slightly into the Kingi'ield, Anson, and Skowhegan 
· Q;uadrangles4 The belt exposed on the northwestern corner 
of the Farmington Quadrangle appears to pinch out in the 
An$on Quadrangle, while the second belt extends into un-
mapped areas. Difficulty arises in designating the forma-
tion as correlative to the S~ls Falls Formation, since 
sulfide rich, highly limonitic, maroon stained outcrops; 
while suggestive of the Smalls Falls type, need not 
necessarily lie at the proper horizon between the. Perry 
Mountain and (the) l1adrid Formations. To define the 
Smalls Falls Formation one must always consider the rocks 
in context with adjoining areas. 
Since the sulfidic quality of the lithologic unit 
indicates precipitation of material under anaerobic condi-
tions in closed basins with little circulation of water, 
it is likely that these basins would not be extensive in 
.size. In :fact; the mapping of Moench (1954) in the Phillips 
Quadrangle reveals numerous thin elongate masses of sulfidic 
rich horizons whi~ pinch out. That these could readily 
represent sedimentary rather than structural phenomena mu:st 
. be seriously entertained. vlhere concomitant sedimentation 
occurred in·more open basins with :free circulation,. there 
would be no sulfidic horizons between the Madrid and Perry 
Mountain Formations •. The recognition of this contact, which 
would probably be a gradational one, ·would be exceed~gly 
difficult. The thickness of the unit then would vary 
~eatly from place to place. The maximum possible thick-
ness· cannot be stated with certa~ty because of possible: 
variable sedimentation, thi.cke~ and thinning during 
compression, or omission or duplication during pleated 
f~l~ing. Since the rocks maintain essential verticality 
over considerable distances, and no.apparent repetition 
was uncovered in the mapping, one might assume that the 
thickness does not exceed the maximum breadth of outcrop 
of the formation in the Q.uadrangle which is about 8,500 
feet. 
Petrography of the S:maJ..J..s Falls Formation: The 
modes of selected samples o:f the Smalls Falls Formation 
are ·listed in Table 1. Modal. .analyses of the argillaceous 
rock types could not be calculated due to the :fine ·graLQ 
size and omnipresent iron oxide sfuain. Modal analyses o:f 
the .grits, impure quartzites, and limestones were possible. 
The quartz in the grits is markedly angular despite some 
rounding due to post depositional solutional activity 
:figure 3. FA-69 re:fers to the this section number. Loca-
tion of specimens :from which the. thin sactions were made 
can be ·found on Plate {4). · Most o:f tha quartz is detrital 
til origin although some has be.an reprecipit.ated :from solu-
tions during.metamorphism. 
Figure 3 :Pbotomicrograph o:f coarse grit in Smalls 
Falls Formatfon showing lithic and some 
ilmenite. Uncrossed nicols. 30x1 FA-69 
F·igure 4 Photomicrograph o:f coarse grit ih smalls· 
Falls Formation replaced by sul:fide along 
:fractures. Uncrosse~ nicols. 60x, FA-69 
.J..() 
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TABLE 1 
Rep~esentative Modes of Smalls Falls Formation 
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Irregular angular grains of plagioclase feldspar 
have also been observed. These grains are detrital in 
origin and make up but a very small percentage of the ro'ck •. 
Carbonate in varying amotints is common in the grits, 
occurring mostly as a ceme:t?-t and as calcareous segregations. 
Some muscovite occurs, usually with some biotite in 
the me.tamorpho·sed phases. These micas occur in small amounts 
in. the quartzites and are abundant in the argillaceous 
qerivativeso Chlorite is present as retrograde rims surround-
.ing the biotite in some cases. 
When th~ sulfide.is pyrite, it occurs both as 
·· euhedral cubes and also as irregular masses and veins, 
figure 4.· Pyrite while not restricted to the low grade 
zones is decidedly more abundant where metamoPphism has not 
gone above chlorite intensities. Pyrite in cubes and ir-
regular masses comprising 4% of the·ro~k occurs at (2,1). 
Localized areas on Mosher Hill (2,3) contain as much as 18% 
. . ·. 
by volume of sulfide, most of which is pyrite. Pyrrhotite, 
always anhedral, oqcurs as irregular veins, masses and 
stripes which are commonly parallel to the foliatione Some 
pyrrhotite has been observed on Porter Hill in the Smalls 
Falls Type. Pyrrhotite ha~ also been observed in rocks 
.assigned to the Madrid at the Sandy River Bridge, route #4, 
1/2 mile west of ·Fairbanks. 
Moench (19_54) and Cariani (1958) have .i'ully des-
cribad the paragenesis of the pyrite and pyrrhotite and 
.:~-· 
no new data has been accrued to change their interpretations. 
Comparison with~ locality: No published data is 
available concerning the rocks at Smalls Falls ~ the Rangely 
·Quadrangle but megascopically the lithologic types, and the 
·general appearance o:t: the Farmington rocks is very similar 
to those at . the type locality. The maroon surface sta~s 
o:t: goethite together with presence o:t: sul:t:ides ~ grits and 
calcareous argillites serve to identify the formation. Top 
and bottom phenomena, restricted to graded bedding, were 
sparse and often mutually contradictory. Thus, it is not 
possible at this juncture to be positive concerning the 
correlation of.tliese rocks in the Farmington Quadrangle 
with those at Smalls Falls. 
The two northeast trending units do not show com-
pletely comparable lithologies either within their units 
or in their relationships with the lithologies o:t: their 
adjacent units. Thus it is, al?o, impossible to be sure 
that they represent the same horizon. Their rough litho-
logic similarity is the only basis for considering them 
equivalerits;.thus the suggestion of two anticlinal struc-
lures is rather tenuous since there are inadequate litho-1 • 
logic~ sedimentational, or structural evidences :t:or such 
. mappinge 
l{adrid Formation: 
General statement-and description: The type sec-
tion o~ the }~drid Formation~ as reported by Moench 
(1954, pp& 58-62), is located in the t.own o:f Hadri<;I, 
Phillips Quadrangle. This unit has signi:ficant ar~al ex-
tent in the FB+'!Uington Quadrangle, Plate 1~ · Moench des-
cribes the unit as. comprised o:f massive arenaceous beds 
with argillaceous and rather pure calcareous beds inter-
calated~ Many_· o:f the arenaceous and argillaceous beds 
have calcareous cement. The :formation is relatively.:free 
_o:f sul:fide, according to Moench (1954, p. 60); except :for· 
three horizons o:f sul:fidic rich rock within 245 :feet o:f 
the Parmachenee contact. 
Where biotite has been :formed in the impure 
arenaceous quartizites by metamorphism the rock has a 
purplish grey color. In_ general; the rocks o:f the unit 
are light to dark gre7 except in middle and high grade 
metamorphic zones where the rock is a coarse recrystal-
. lite with a de:finite greenish cast; owing to the presence 
o:f green amphiboles, zoicite and other green colored lime 
silicate minerals. 
Impure, massive, ·:rine grained, grey, slightly 
calcareous arkosic quartzites are well exposed on the 
hills in (1,1) a:nd at the cli:f:fs (1,2) overlooking the 
Sand7 River, ~igure 5. In this area some argillaceous 
beds exist, but they are de:finitely subsidiary in quantity. 
·. 
Figura 5 Photomicrograph o:t: arkosic gritty Hadrid 
Quartzite near Withee School (3,5). 
Crossed nicols 60xs FA-572 
. Figure 6 Photomicro~raph of; gritty arkosic 
· qu~tzi te 2 mile south o:t: Bannock 
Mountain (3,5) Crossed nicols 
60.X:, FA-108 
. The maximum thickness o:f the quartzite beds at this local-
ity is about 50 feet. 
Somewhat similar rock types are also :found on 
Bannock Mounta~ (3,2), :figure 6. The quartzites at this 
locality are slightly more calcareous than those exposed 
it (l,l) and (1,2). The bedding is more apparent and the 
thickness o:f. the quartzites does not exce.ed 10 :feet. The 
chie:f di:f:ference in lithologies between the rocks of the 
two localit.ies ls in the h_igher percentage ot: argillaceous 
beds in the ;Bannock Mountai~ iocality where 30% ot: the out-
crop is comprised ot: argillacepus types. The argillite · 
rocks have well developed cleavage and are grey colored al-
though a ~ew are dark with goethite stains. No sul:fide was 
observed. 
In the vicinity o:f the Ho~ly school (1,2) grey im-
pure occasionally gritty quartzites are exposed which are· 
distinctive because o:r· black irre.gular masses which are 
present in the quartz:i.tes. This material is very likely tq 
be carbonaceous inclusions.-Borns (i959, p •. 44) describes a 
precisely. co~arable horizon exactly .on strike in the 
. Skowhe.gan Quadrangle (l,l) 30 :toiles ·to the northeast. 
Thin intercalated beds ot: argillaceous beds with 
dark limestones are. exposed at Weeks Hills ( 3, 8). These 
have been traced. on strike .:ror 32 miles to the northeast 
(Wol:fe personal communication) o Cariani (1958, pp. 45-51) 
describes this horizon as the Kennebec Formation.. Uany o:f 
the argillaceous beds in this unit are recrystallized to an 
impure biotite quartz calcite schist. S~lar beds are ex-. 
posed at the Russel Mills School (].,,9) beneath the bridge 
on the road and also ::!outheast." o:f Vernum Pond C4,l). 
Rocks on the hills north o:f Varnum Pond show little 
·calcareous material. Hany ·o:f these zones have cyclically 
bedded deposits which are very characteristic o:f the Perry 
Mountain Formation. Cyclical beds in the Perry i:'louiltain 
Forma~ion however, are near the top o:f the unit, and there 
is a sharp boundary with the Smalls Falls Formation. These 
cyclical beds north o:f Varnum Pond show no close relation-
ship with·sul:fide rich rocks. Further south the mineral 
assemblage·changes due to increased meta.r.1orphism. At Hac-
Q.uillis Corner (5,4) lime silicate rocks rich in garnets·, 
amphiboles, and zoisite can be observed, simi.lar to :figure 7 
and :figure 8. 
At Wilton (5,7) and at Farmington Falls (6,4)· 
argillaceous beds have been converted to well :foliated 
garnet, staurolite, quartz, mica' schists. These rocks 
~ display excellent :foliation •. 
The mineral variations within the Madrid Formation. 
both ih nature and percentages, as can be seen :from Table 2, 
are a result o:f the di:fferent ~~lk compositions and variable 
degree o:f metamorphism. 
Figure 7 Pho.tom.icrogra:ph oi' typical lime silicate 
rock in !1adrid FoiT.lation shm·Iing quartz,. 
diopside, calcite,. .ll!Uscovite,. biotite. 
Crossed nicols. 60x, FA-539 
-Figure 8 Eb.otomicrograph o:f typical lime silicate 
rock in Hadrid Forll'..a.ti-on grani tized zone 
showing hornblende porphyroblasts, calcite. 
Uncrossed nicols, 6Qx, FA-412 
... :.· 
F~gure 9 Photomicrograph o~ ~ypical impure Madrid 
Q;-lartzite. Crossed nicols. 60x, FA-41 
Figure 10 Photomicrograph o~ recrystallized 
Madrid Q.uartzitic Schist. 
Crossed.nicols. 60x, FA-20 
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Petrography: Since metamorphism in the· region was 
of: sui'f:icient intensity to cause recrystallization, the 
original grain relationships have been destroyed by solu-
tional activities, figure 9 and figure 10. 
The quartzites are in general even textured with 
but few exceptionally large grains of: quartz or detrital 
feldspar. They do not contain sufficient amounts of feld-
spars to warrant the term arkose. In some of the sediments 
near c.ontacts with phanerocrystalline rocks some potash may 
have been introduced to form the microcline which_has been 
observed in minor amounts. Muscovite and biotite are com-
mon as metamorphic products. The significance of the lime 
silicate minerals has been discussed in the chapter dealing 
with the metamorphism of.the region. 
Calcite occurs as a cement in the quartzites im.d 
as segragations in all rock types, especi·ally in the impure 
limestones. 
Dyer Hill ~'lember: 
The Dyer Hill member~ essentially a phyllite, 
contains many·rods of oriented and unoriented ilmenite which 
comprise a~out 5% of: the rock. This rock ·is extremely fine 
grained and is composed essentially of chlorite, muscovite, 
and quartz •. Some thin arenaceous beqs, ·about 5%, do occur. 
In generiu, however, the· Dyer Hill member displays ill 
defined bedding. This rock is very similar to the black 
2C 
fissile poorly bedded slatey p~yllites exposed on.Dyer 
Hill in the Kingfield Quadrangle. It is also similar to 
the rock mapped as Dyer Hill in the ·AnsonQ.uadrangle. 
This material seems to widen-in the Bingham Quadrangle (Os-
good personal communication). The unit continues into the 
Kingsbury ~adrangle and probably correlates with the Monson 
slates further to the northeast. (Coyle per~onal communica-
tion)~ 
Comparison with type iocality: In general the 
~gascopic and microscopic appearance ~f the rocks assigned 
to the Hadrid Formation in the Farmington Quadrangle agrees 
_closely with that· described by Moench in the Madrid Forma-
tion lo.cali ty in the Phillips Quadrangle.. The author finds, 
however, that sulfidic zones can be found throughout the 
Madrid F<:>rmation in the Farmington Quadrangle and are not 
restricted to the lower 250 feet of the Madrid Formation 
in the Farmington ~uadrangle • 
Age .and correlation:. 
Willard (1958, p. 243) reports the occurrence of a 
brachiopod Coelospira cf. hemi.spherica (Sower by) at 
·Blanchard Pond in the Kennebago. Lake Quadrangle. This 
fossil is considered Mid Silurian {Cliuton). He also 
reports two corals type Favos~tes, but these are not use-. 
ful as index fossils~ Willard assigned the rocks at 
Bl8.!lchard Pond to the Perry l.J:ountain Formation. With fur-
·-. 
.-_ 
ther work during the summer o:t: 1959, Willard (_personal-
commun~cation) believes the rocks should be assigned to 
the Madrid Formation. It: this be correct, the !·fudr~d 
rocks are Mid. s·ilurian in age. 
Ferkins-(1924, P~ 226) has reported the occurrence 
o:t: graptol~tes in the Waterville shales in the Waterville 
Q;uadrangle. Rue-demann {Perkins 1924; p~ 226) _described 
the :t:ossils as Monograptus colbiei;J.sis which indicates a }Iid~ 
Silurian age. Perkins claims the Waterville shale grades 
into the Vassalboro sandstone. \fuat relationship this unit 
has with rocks to the west is not·certain, but.it appears 
to correlate with Cariani' s Anson Formation,_ which in turn 
correlates with t4e Madrid Formation (Wol:t:e private com-
lrii.mication) • 
Correlation o:t: rocks in the Farmington Qua~rangle 
with those in other areas is based solely on lithologic 
similarity. Only where the bed-s can actually be traced can 
this method be at all reliable. Correlation problems will 
remain p.ntil either :t:ossils are :t:ound or much more detailed 
mapping is completed. It is likel-y, ho\:~evers that the 
sedimentary- rocks in the quadrangle are Silurian in ·age .• 
:-
~0 
TABLE 2 
Representative Modes of Madrid Formation 
FA FA FA · FA FA FA FA FA FA FA 
spec.# 22 27 76 98 339 368 539 543 549 550 
per- per .. per- per- per- per- per- per- per- per-
centage cent age centage centage centa_g_e centB:ge centa.&e centa_g_e centage ccmtage 
qua.rtz 69 60 59 . 57' 4li- 7 20 58 44 
feidspar 8 
caicite 5 99 49 57 15 
muscovite. 9 15 10 13 25. 2' 5 
biotite 18 15 25 15 20 3 18 40 
chiorite 3. 5' !~ 7 10 
garnet' . 5' 1 3 
staurolite J 4 
tremolite ... 
actinolite 6 
zoisite 10 9 
olinozoicite 
dibpside 20 5 
.. pyrite 1 1 
pyf>rhotite 
magnetite 1 1 
hot-nblende 
zircon · l Q 
... 
.. 
PHANEROCRYSTALLINE ROCKS 
.· 
General Statement: 
Rocks with a phanerocrystalline texture are found in 
hto separated areas in the quadrangle: in the Clearwater 
Pond ·area (2,3; 3,1); and in the southern part of the quad.-
rangleo The rocks in the southern area are intimately 
associated wit:q. gra...'rlitized and highly metamorphosed zones. 
For this composite zone of magmatized and granitized sections 
~ t§e autho; ·proposes the nru:rie .Chesterville-Vienna complex. 
(,> 
Cl~·arwater Pluton: 
The term pluton is.used since the boundaries and$ 
consequently, -the structural relationships of the body can 
not be accurately ascertained. Exposures are found on the 
southeastern flank of Mosher Hill (2,3)s on the peninsula 
east of Clearwater Pond (2,3),' and on the cliffs to the 
-northeast of. Clearwater 'Pond (3,1). 
T~e crystal_line. un:i,ts are usualiy 'an.b.edral, although 
· large subhedral feldspar crystals are not uncommone The rock 
weathers readily by hydration, pr.oduc{ng kaolinized feldspars 
and often resulting in ~ crumbly texture. The color is 
generally yellowish white to grey, particularly where biotite 
has .al tared to· li:m.oni te. On .f'resh surfaces the rock is a 
very ],.ight grey. 
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The rock texture is rather ~irorm$ but the composi~ 
t:ion is highly variable. The chief m:!.nerals comprising the 
rock are quartz 3 microcline, orthoclase, plagioclase feldspar 
near the albite-oligoclase boundary, muscovite, and minor· 
amounts of biotite and chlorite, with occasional garnet, 
zircon, and magnetite. Boone (l9.S.S.o p. 5'6), has remarked on 
the irregular distribution of the micas. The exposure to 
the northeast of Clearwater Pond reveals no biotite even in 
the contact area which is unusual. for the west central Maine 
. 
bodies. The other Clearwater pluton exposures contain biotite. 
The rocks on the southeastern flank of Mosher Hill. contain 
·biotite with no muscovite except for some sericite in the 
feldspars~ 
Boone (1955, p. 56) has described the rock type as 
that of a granodiorite based on modal. analyses. Tne author's 
examination of thin sections from each of the outcrop areas 
. . . 
suggests a s.omewhat more acid nature to the rock. Although 
.the composition of the rock is variable, the author suggests 
that the bulk composition of t~e pluton is close to that of 
granite to quartz monzonite, ba~ed on the following modal. 
analyses. The percentage composftion of the petrographic 
thin sections was c·alculated· by use· of the Rosiwal stage and 
also by visual calculation ot mineral. percentages. 
S.E. 11osher East o:f Clear- Cli:f:fs to 
H:ill water Pond N.;E. 
quartz 40% 34% 35% 
K :feldspar 36% 27% 35% 
Plag. :felds. 7% An~2 25% Anl7 18% Anl4 
biotite 8% 7% o% 
muscovite 7% 5% 10% 
accessories 2% 2%" 2% 
Alteration o:f the :feldspars~ particularly o:f the 
plagioclase; is very evident. Some chloritization o:f the 
biotite has also been observed. 
Origin o:f· the Clearwater Pluton: 
Contact areas between the schistose rocks and the 
. 
material o:f granitic composition have been examined care-
:fully. The contacts are exposed on.the cli:f:fs to the north-
east o:f Clearwater Pond and also on the southeast o:f Mosher 
Rill. ·The actual contacts are· visible_ in each locality :for 
... 
only a :few.:feet, but where visible they are con:formable with 
the adjacent beds, striking N 30° E and dipping 8oo to the 
N.W. 
The texture o:f the granite adjacent to t~e schist 
shows slight i:f any :finer grain size. The contact aureole 
around the pluto~ could only be partially traced. It is 
superimposed on a regional low grade metamorphic zone. The 
maX~ distance that the index mineral :for contact ~tamor-
.• 
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phism;. ·andalus1te 1 has been observed :from the suri'ace. con-
tacts is about 875 i'eei;. No suggestions oi' xenoliths were 
observed in the pluton. 
The problem o:f ~he origin o:f the Clearwater body is 
interesting to cons+.der. The presence o:f a contact aureole 
strongly suggests a magmatic origin but is not conclusive 
evidence :f.or a magmatic condition. From the vie~oint o:f 
granitization, if the energy which was causing the granitiza-
tion~ere emanating :from a locus outward through a reg~on the 
size o:f the Clearwater pluton, there would be a gradational 
ei'i'ect outwards i'rom the center. The contact zone would 
simply represe~t that region where ~eating was not so ad-
vanced. The aureole, then, could.be the border ei':fect oi' 
granitization in place rather than oi' an intrusive magma q·:r 
granitic composition. The :fact that the c9ntacts are rather 
sharp when next to schists suggests a magmatic origin. It: 
fl 
the physical con~Ution oi' the source. material i'or the. phanero-· 
crystalline rock were actually :fluid, a uniform composition 
i'or the rock would be expected except i'or contaminated zones 
at the marglns. Sinc0 kenoliths have not·been noted which 
might induce contamination, and since the composition oi' the 
body is not homogeneous,. a non-magmatic origin is indicated.· 
Conclusive evidence that the granitic material was magmatic 
or otherwise is thus lacking. No.marginal deformation which 
wouid suggest forceful injection ••as noted,. 
-.. 
Perhaps magmatized zones developed at-various geo-
57-UClinal depths due to radioactive heating. Beyond the 
·boundaries o:r magmatization, l:'"J8tamorphic zonation would be 
expectable~ Under such conditions it would be very possible 
that some o:r the magmatic material could be introduced into 
the sediments penecontemporaneously with the structural 
de:I:or.mation o:r the overlying strata. This would.result. in 
a granite o:r syntectonic or slightly post-tectonic origin. 
This explanation -:is advocated by the author to" explain the 
origin o:r the Glearwat~r Pluton. 
· The Ghesterville-V-:i.enna Complex: 
Gener32 statenent: A zone which the author considers 
to be compri.sed of magmatized and granitized· rocks is exposed 
in the southern one third o:r the quadrangle. The compositio~ 
of the phanerocrystalline rocks varies from that of·granite 
to granodiorite.. The variation in c-omposition can be. at-
tributed to many !:actors, ch:I.e:r among which are the position 
relative to the heat foci, and the variable bulk composition 
o:r the rock being trans:ror.med. Only where t~e amount of 
heat was s:uf'f"icient to render the rocks f'luid :ror considerable 
time woul:d a un-:L:rorm composition be expectable. The granitiz.a-
tion and magmatization o:r_ strata rich in i:I.me would yield 
phanerocrystalline rocks with liD.l.Ch less f'ree silica than 
· equivalent granitization of more .silicious sedimentary layers~ 
In many instances the rock approaches the composition o~ 
adalll&lli te • 
The grain size varies from that of a fine grained 
sugary apl~te to that of a pegmatite. The granitic rocks 
usually show medium eq_uigranular grain size. In some 
localities this grades into a pegmatitic texture or into a 
pronouncedly porphyritic texture with orthoclase feldspar 
as the dominant phenocryst. In general, where ·the granitic 
rocks are no~ immediately associated with schists or lime . 
silicate gneisses_. the granitic rock-s form positive relief 
features such as Cape Cod Hill (6,6), Old Bluff and Blabon 
Hill (9,1), Spruce l1ountain (7,5), and North Jay Rill. (7,4). 
Where the granites are essentially eq_uigranular as in the 
vicinity of Parker Pond (9,9) a topographic feature of 
negative relief is produced. It appears that the granites 
with coarser texture are near the roof of the magmatized and 
granitized zone. Ero~ion proceeds at a slower pac.e. in this 
material, but once the coarser material.is removed, weather-
ing and erosion proceed at an accelerated rate in the more 
eq_uigranular granitic material, forming a basin. 
The percentage or biotite mica iri the specimens is 
an excellent index of the acid-basic relationship of the 
granitic rocks. The biotite content is very ·seldom less 
than 3% and reaches a maximum of 33%. In general, the con-
tent-or biotite increases as· the contact with the country 
rock, whether it be pendants or included blocks, figure 11, 
is approached. Almost without exception when the content of 
biotite is less than 10%,-the potash feldspars are dominant 
.· ... 
:H 
over the ~lagioclase ~eldspars. When the biotite contsnt i~ 
10-20%; the potash and sodic ~eldspar conte~ts are essen-
tially equal. When, however, the percentage o~ biotite ex-
ceeds 20%, plagioclase ~eldspar is dominant over potash 
spar~ \<Iith increasing biotite the An content increases to 
a maximum o~ about An35:_40 ~ . 
The Jay Granite and associated Plutons: 
Henry Allen has made a detailed study o~ the quarry · 
area ~~ the Nort~ Jaj granite~ ~igure 12. The granite is 
essentially white because ''o~ the .lack o~· dark minerals. 
( . 
. Allen.~l949, p. 12) describes the rock as "a very lignt· 
grey biotite muscovite oligoclas.e granite (quartz monzonite) 
holocrystalline >?-th ~ine even grain ( 0 .l-2mm) ". 
Allen (1949, p. l4) report~ the ~ollowirig modal 
· analysis: 
quartz 
.K ~eldspar 
plagioclase 
(oligoclase) 
muscovite 
biotite 
garnet 
apatite 
magnetite 
. zirc.on 
36 
31 
·25 
tt 
trace. 
trace 
trace 
trace 
Shimer (1943, pp •. 1062-1063)reports the ~allowing 
analysis o~ the same granite locality. 
quartz 
plagioclase 
orthoclase 
muscovite 
biotite 
apatite 
42.1 
31.2 
18.8 
4.0 
4.0 
··trace 
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Figure ll 
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Cognate with aureole. in North 
Jay Granite. (7,4) 
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.Figlire l2 View or North Jay Quarry looking 
south. Note sheeting. (7,4) 
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Woll:C (Day, 1898; p. 219) reports the :following chemical 
analysis :Cor a speci.men :from the sB.!ll5 granite locality. 
si.lica 
Al2°3 
· K20. 
Mg20 
FeO 
CaO 
Ti02 and Iron Peroxide 
Fe2o3 
.H20 
MgO 
s 
C02 
7L54 
14-24-
4".73 
3-39 
1.18 
.98· 
.84 
-74 
.61 
-34 
trace 
trace 
98~59 
The author's modal analysis agrees closely with that o:f 
.AJ..l.en~ 
quartz 
K :feldspar 
oligoclase 
bioti.te 
muscovite 
garnet 
others 
The variance in modal analyses o:r Allen and the author 
:Crom that o:f Shimer can probably be attributed to the. 
actual variations in the composition o:f the granitic 
body. However, it is suspected that the modal analyses 
.. 
o:r Allen and o:f the author are more representative o:f the 
average composition o:f the pluton~ 
Allen (1949, p. 65) divided the granite into three 
types on .the basis o:f.texture. ~ese are t~e :fine grained 
or typical granite, a coarse phase, and a pegmatitic phase. 
He ascribed the orig~n o:f the coarser phases to the recry-
stalization of the finer grained granite under the action of 
ascending hydrotherinal alkaline solutions. Allen (1949, p. 60) 
considered the pluton to be o1: a magmatic origin because of the 
sharp contacts; the "i:iner texture of the granite at the center; 
the jo:Lnt patterns suggestive of magmatic cooling; i'low phe-
nomena" suggestive o1: :fluid conditions; .and, lack of relic 
structures at the center o:f the body. It is, of courses 
recognized that none of the foregoing evidences for magmatic 
·origin is conclusive in: itself~ Perhaps all of them to-
gather are not conclusive, although s~ggestive. One could 
certainly argue strongly against the last four. 
The writer however is in essential agreement with 
Allen concerning the origin of ~he North Jay granite, 
figure l3c After studying neighboring phaneritic masses 
such as those on cS:pe Cod Rill (6,6); Old Bluff Rill (9,1) 
and .Spruce Hountain (7 ,5), figure 14, together with :inter-
vening intensely granitized and highly metamorphosed_ sediments_, 
the author believes that the origin of the North Jay granite 
pluton is but a part of a much larger process which has pro-
duced the entire Vienna-Chesterville complex. 
Lyel_l, in alluding to the :inter-relations;h.ip of 
granitic rocks and metamorphism_, has said~ 
"granite itself as well as the alte-red strata. 
have derived their· crystalline· t-exture from 
plutonic agency" (1838, p. 19) 
- • "The transmutation has been effe~te.d by the 
in"i:luence of subterranean heat acting under 
·great pressure and aided by thermal water or 
Figure 1.3 Photomicrograph o~ .Jay Granite showing: 
microcline, albite - oligoclase, quartz, · 
biotite. Crossed nicols. _box, FA-93 
Figure ·1.4 Photmn:'i::cro"graph of muscovite replacement 
in albite along preferred planes. Spruce 
Mountain.granite. (7,2) Crossed nicols. 
box, FA-29 · · 
steam and other gases permeating the porous 
rocks and giving rise to various chemical de-
compositions and new combinations, the whole 
o:f which has been termed 11plutonic 11 as ex-
pressing in one word all the modifying causes 
brought into play at great depths and under 
conditions never exemplified at the surface. 
T,o this plutonic action the fusion of granite 
itsel:f in the bowels o:f the earth as well as 
the development of the metamorphic texture in 
sedimenta.rj strata may be attributed." 
{1875, p. 139). . 
Heeent1y H. H. Read has said; 
· "To me the making of' granite, migmatization and 
regional metamorphism are all parts of one pro-
cess -they result :from the agency.that Lyell a 
century ago termed plutonic. In his classic 
metamorphic theory o:f the origin of granite, the 
.mas-ter placed the granitic and metamorphic rocks 
in the closest genetic -association." (1957, p. 170). 
In applying this approach, that granites are the 
result o:f plutonic processes, rather than differentiation 
of' a primary basaltic magma, the problem arises as to 
whether the"granite was :formed in place _by recrystalliza-
tion without passing through a magmatic stage or whether an 
a,ctual_granitic magma was :formed which later crystallized 
in place and was introduced into the adja·cent rocks or 
passed through a liquid phase but did not move. 
Criteria by which recrystallization in place can be 
~distinguished :from magmatization in place or :from intruded 
magma are· di:f:ficult to establiSh. Sharp contacts are of'ten 
c~onsidered as evidence .:for _magmatic origin, but in inter-
bedded si;'rata some layers of' which have a bulk composition 
o:f granite can be ~eadily converted to a granitic rock by 
granitization while adjacent layers which do not have the 
bulk composition o~ a_granite might be but little a~~ected or -
be converted into lime silicate rocks. The boundary between 
the two would thus be relatively sharpo Many _example_~ o~ this 
can be ~ottnd in section 9 o~ the Farmington Quadrangle. The 
most reliable field evidence that the rock.existed in a 
~luid Phase would be the presence of blocks of the country 
rock which are oriented discordantly to regional trends·, 
within a fairly even grained homogeneous granitic rock, {/'" c ~. 
figure 13. I~· the rock prior to ·c;ry;tall:Lzation passed 
through a ~ompletely liquid stage, the ~inal rock should be 
~airly uni~orm in composition and texture except ~or contact 
areas with the country rock and with-included blocks and also 
~or areas where later modi~ications a~ter recrystallization 
has taken place, possibly because o~ invasion o~ solutions 
~rom a lower depth.· Such uniform textures and composition 
are to be observed in the North J"ay quarry are~, (7,4) 
Spruce Mountain, (7, 2) Old Blu~~ Rills ( 6, 7) and in those. 
areas on the geologic map, plate 1·1n pocket, assigned to: 
t4e magmatic zone. Although the composition and texture o~ 
the granitic rocks in the variou·s plutons is not completely 
uni~orm as s~o~Tn in Table 3s the.di~~erences can be readily 
attributed to di~ferences in initial bulk composi~ion of the 
magmatized rocks or to contamination by units o~ country rocko 
Sampling di~ficulties always exist, .o_i: course. 
The heat necessary to produce a magmatic zone near 
;i·. 
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the base o~ a subsiding geosyncline probably was supplied 
by energy released by the disintegration o~ radio-active 
mater::tals as suggested by C. W. ltfol~e (l957, pp. i7 ..- 22) 
in his Blister hypothesis. As the heat accumulated; water 
o~ c·onnate orig::tn, either physical or chemically bound, 
began to di~~erentially dissolve the minerals, the most 
soluble under the existing conditions being the ~irst to 
go :into· solution. As pressure and temperature increased 
trans~ormation o~ minerals to new minerals in equilibrium 
with the new environment took·place. The production, then, 
of granitic magma by heat and di~~erential solution would 
• be·visualized as the end phase o.t: progressive regional 
metamorphismo The various stages which mark _the intensity 
of the heat accumulation at any one locality are indicated 
·by the minerals ~ormed, such as the index minerals ~or low, 
middle, and high grade metamorphism.· 
In the intensely granitiz.ed zones o~ the Farmington 
area marked mineral and structural changes are. observe·d. 
Dei'ormed strata which are highly recrystallized are charac-
teristic o~ the granitized zones.. Changes of' strike of' 
relict bedding i'rom N-S to E~i are common within a i'ew i'eet; 
~ked change~ in the dip of' the beds are also common. 
Quartz veins are herein considered evidence of' much dii'i'eren-
tial solution ~d attest to the migration of' ions. Ionic 
migration i'or long distances is not considered "likely, ho-.T-
ever, because granitized rocks which are rich in. siliceous 
45 
material contain many quartz veins and irregular quartz 
segregations~ while nearby carbonate rocks generally con-
tain a preponderance of calcite segregations. While some 
migration across relatively sharp contacts can be found, 
it is limited to but a few feet. 
In conclusion it appears likely that the relatively 
even grained rocks r~present core areas of the magmatized 
zones as shown on plate 1. Some of this magma may have been 
injected into the overlying sedimentary rocks,. resulting in 
a roof phase .for the very large granite body which underlies 
the entire area and which appears at the surface to the East 
.in the Norridgewock Quadrangle. The amount of movement need 
not be very great~ but sone flowage, indicated by alignment 
of biotite is very·possible. 
Age of the ~ ;Jay Granite 
Approaches to the problem of age of the .granites 
are two fold. Interpretation can be based on structural 
data or radioactive age determination. A sample of biotite 
containing garnetiferous granite was collected by H. W. 
Fairbairn in 1954 from the North ;Jay Quarry for radio isotope 
dating. (Hurley et, al 1958,. p. 30) The biotite was 
separated from the granite for the determination of A40jK40 
ratios. The biotite contained 6.53% K with an A4°jK40 ratio 
of .0155, and the age of the granite was set at 247 million 
ye~s using~~ 0.585 x 10-lOyr-l 
A ~ 5.30 x l0-10yr-l 
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(Hurley et al 1958, PPo 3 and 44) The limit of error in 
th~s calculation expressed ~n terms of years is 7.5 Million 
Ages between 220 - 270 million years are likely to be pre-
Pennsy~vanian and post Devonian. However, .these may not 
be the exact ages of the granite emplacement as the dating 
g~ves only the time of the last recrystallization of the 
b~otiteo Hurley suspects that the age of 247 million years 
ror .the No_rth Jay gran~te was a figure based on recrystal-
lization of the biotite rather than the time of the" actual 
emplacement of the gran1tic material. It is interest:l.ng to 
note that age det~rminat~ons of granites in the Moxie Pond 
area in the Bingham_Quadrangle and other granites in the 
Kingfield and Skowhegan Quadrangles have been dated as 350 
to 390 million years~ It is entirely possible that the 
North Jay granite emplacement occured at this time and was 
metamorphosed in Post Devonian time to give the_ 247 million 
year date. ~t is difficult to picture that the extensive 
metamorphism in the vicinity of the Jay granite, however 
would not be shared by the rocks a short distance to the north; 
and the stated age might be considered anomalous since only the 
one measurement was made. 
Definite cross cutting relationships of granite with 
the country rock can be defined. Undispute_d sedini.entary lime 
silicate rocks abruptly end in contact with a rock of __ gran:l,toid 
texture at a .number of localities. Commonly the contact zone 
contains large bladed crystals of idocrase, possibly indicating 
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a reaction o~ an essentially liquid material with the country 
rock. The age o~ the granites on the basis of structural 
relat~onships, is certainly younger than ~he time of sediffien-
tation o~ the p:r;esumably Hid-Silurian rocks. 
The composition of the associated plutons of the 
Chesterville-Vienna c~l.ex varies as indicated by the modal 
analyses in Table 3._ Thes'e va:ry from granite to granodiorite; 
the average composition is essentially adamellite. The tex-
ture is granitoid_ wit~_ the grain size averaging 1~5 mms al~ 
though the largest cryst.als are about 2 em. The gneissic 
pluton in.the :Par-ker Pond area shows a well defined align-
ment of the biotite. The structural relationships and, pre-
S"Qllla.bly_,-the origin are identical to those previously dis-
cussed for_the ~orth Jay granite area. 
:Pegma.tites~ 
Two types or pegw~tites can be found in the quad-
rangle.. Some of the pegmatites are_ associated intimat.ely 
with granitic bodies, while others are found in the biotite 
rich schistso The various pegmatites are considered to be 
the results of the same-process, put they can form·at dif~er­
ent stages within the process~ The pegmatities in the two 
different habitats- have diff"erent field relationships. The 
pegmatites with~n the gr~te are generally elongated, and 
many are associated wi.th fractur-es in -f?he granite. They 
vary in length ~rom ?ut a few feet up_ to 200 feet; the Widths -
vary from less than one inch to at least eight ~eet. · 
The pegmatites in the schists are generally semi-
elliptical bodies whose contacts are often both conformable 
and uncomi'ormable for the same pegma:ti te body o Co!lli:lOnly 
the foliation of the -biotite rich schists wraps around the 
·pegmatite bodies. 
If we consider the plutonic process in its entire.ty _, 
it is possible to form.pegmatites at two different stages of 
~his process. (Wolfe, 195b p. 21) When the rocks are be~g 
warmed# solvents differentially attack ~he minerals in the 
is"edililents •. This early ·solution will be rich in easily soluble 
substances such as quartz and potash feldspars. If these ·solu-
tions become concentrated in fractures ~r other pressure 
shadows, the large crystalline texture of the pegmatite type 
_woul~ result due to the highly aqueous nature of the solu-
tions. Such is-the probable origin of the pegmatites in the 
schists. These pegmatites are monotonous in their persis-tent 
quartz_, potash spar, and muscovite content. 
Pe:gmat"ites which are i'ound along i'ractures and zones 
of wealffiess in the granites apparently i'ormed aft~r- magmatiza-
tio~ had taken place. Ai'ter. the rocks have been magmatized 
· and subsequ_ently crystallized_, residual liquids containing the 
most soluble magmatic constituents mig;~?-te to th-e fractures 
and precipitate or react with the ••all rock to induce pegmati-
tic texture. _ The i'ractures presumably developed as the result 
of tectonic adjustment. Undoubtedly some of' these pegmatites 
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can be the result of recrystallization. of earlier precipi-
tated granite under the influence of the solutions. Thus 
pegmatites in the schists would be visualized as forming 
during the heating phase of the sedimentary rocks, while 
the pegmatites in the granites formed during the cooling 
phase of the plutonic process. 
The Granitized Zone 
The granitized zone~ as designated on plate 1, is 
characterized by a ·highly recrystallized texture ~nd by 
. ~ '· 
megascopic relict sedimentary features particularly relict 
·bedding. Since the attitudes of the relict bedding is 
highly chaotic in attitude, it is presumed that the rock at 
the time of its recrystallization was highly plastic and was 
undergoing deformation. Numerous quartz veins and other 
mineral segregations attest to the presence of.solutions. 
Rocks of the granitized zones are us~ally silli-
manite .. muscovite, q1.7:artz schists and lime silicate gneisses·. 
The coarseness of the recrystallite is in some. degree a 
·.measure. of the intensity o;f th.e granitizing process and. also 
of the presence· or absence of water. ·· 
Table 4 give.s an indication of the variable composi-, 
tion of' the rocks in the granitized zone. The migration and 
concentration of' ions in preferred zones have masked the 
bulk composition of' the original. sediment. Some layers in 
the rock do, however, directly reflect the composition of' 
the ori~inal individual sedimentary horizon. 
The granitized zone, as here considered, is thought 
to be a transitional phase between those rocks which have 
undergone the very highest degree of regional metamorphism, 
that is, the sillimanite level, and those which have been 
complete:I:y magmatized~ such as are exposed in the North Jay 
Quarry area. The granitized zone, therefore, is not a con-
tact phenomena but· rather a product of the regional meta-
morphism. The lime silicate zones seem to show less granitoid 
characteristics, possibly because more e~ergy would be required 
to convert this material to a magma of a possible syenitic 
composition or some other silica ·de~icient rock such as 
litchlieldite. 
. . 
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TABLE 3 
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The sediments that were deposited in the part o~ 
the Acadian geosyncline which is under discussion here 
were subjected to-major-deformation. This derormation is 
manirested by a change in ~exture and in the structural 
relations or the rocks~ }1arkad mineral changes were in-
duced during the same general period or time·. The emphasis 
in. this chapter will be on the mineralogical and textural 
transrorma~ions in the rocks. Both regional and contact. 
metamorphic errects were induced. The rinal appea~ance or 
the rock is due to prograde metamorphism in some cases and 
to r~trograde in others. 
Metamorphic Zonation 
The degree or metamorphism as set rorth by Eskola 
(1946), Turner (1948), and others is rerlected in the mineral 
. . . ... 
assemblage which has been induced. by the metamorphism. The 
·nature and abundance of' these minerals clearly ref'lects. on 
the magnitude of the temperature and pressure and on the 
availability of' hot solutions f'or ionic transport. Harker 
__ · (1932_, pp. 208-209) proposed a classi-f'ication ot: metamorphic 
zones based on key index minerals •. ·This approach has been 
widely used f'or regional met~orphism but is not readily 
. applicable to contac~ metamorphism. Harker recognizes tb:ree 
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zones o:r metamorphism, based on intensity: low, middle and 
high gradec Indicative of each zone is a mineral or group 
of minerals which reflect e~uilibrium conditions for the 
maximwn intensity obtained during progressive metamorphism. 
Some minerals are tolerant or stable under great variations 
in temperature and pressure, while:. others are stable over a. 
short rangeo The.tolerant minerals persist thr-o.ugh various· 
_stages of metamorphism, but the ions. of those minerals which 
have only.a short stability range reassemble to more stable 
. . 
arrangements .as ·the conditions o£ pressure and temperature 
change~ Chlorite is thus considered an- indicator o:r low 
_grade .met8J!lorphic conditions, biotite, garnet and staUrolite 
denote iow, middle, and high middle grade metamorphism and 
sillimanite is the index·mirieral of the high grade zone. 
An an.aly~is of the distribution o£ the index minerals 
in the ~uadrangle reveals that, in general, the degree o£ 
regional metamor_phism. increases £rom north to south. The 
. range of intensities varies from ·a ·very lo.w grade· zone in 
the north central segment to highly recrystallized silimanite 
·gneisses and schists. in the south western_portion o.t: the 
quadrangle. Contact metamorphic ei'i'ects_ that have been 
superimposed onto the regional pattern have been studied in 
th~ vi.cinity o:r the Clearwater ·pluton {2,3; 3,1). A map, 
plat_e 2, shows .the distribution oi' meta.Iilorphic zones in the 
Farmington Quadrangle, based on the distribution oi' meta-
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morphic index minerals. A comparison o:f the geologic map~ 
plata l, with the metamorphic map, plate 2, reveals that 
high grade zones o.i'·metamorphism are assoc.iated with granite. 
It has been suggested earlier and i'Urther evidence will be 
submitted. that indicates that the higher degree of' meta-
morphism to the south is not the result of' contact meta-
morphism produced by granite injection, but is rather. the 
result o:f a widespread.heating that induced both the regional 
metamorphism and the !'ormation. of' the granites themselves. 
. . . (~ 6 
The utilization of' index minerals as indicators of' 
temperature and pressure requires c~utionc Only in those 
rocks that have a proper initial bulk ch~mical .composition 
can the index minerals be generated at least in the right 
sequence. :Pure quartz sandstone.s and calcite "lime·stones 
cannot, even under the most extreme metamorphism, produce 
complex metamorphic mineral assemblages. Even where the 
original bulk chemical.composition is more varied, there 
. are aei'inite restrictions as to what minerals can be pro-
duced. Fo~ example; when CaO:MgO + FeO is low, garnets 
rarely i'orm, and pyroxenes and amphiboles are commonly pro-
duced, (Harker 1950, p. 90). The usei'ulness of' Harker's 
classii'ication breaks down when·the initial composition of' 
the rocks was not proper. to produce the index minerals 
diagnostic of' the various physical-chemical conditions. 
In rocks where the calcium content is·adequate, lime sili~ 
.. 
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cate minerals ~ch as diopside, zoisite; clinozoisite, 
idocrase; actinolite 3 a green hornblende, together with 
quartz and microcline result~ This mineral assemblage is 
characteristic o:f the south vm.stern portion o:f the Farming-
ton ~uadrangle and conforms to the amphibolite :facies o:f 
Eskola, although we: .can be sure that the starting rock 
was not a basalt. A large portion o:f this zone must be 
equated to the sillimanite zone, although sillimanite was 
not produced because the chemistry was not proper; that is, 
there was insu:f:ficient alumina presento 
The Hetamorphic ~.finerals 
· Q,uartz 
~uartz is an ubiquitous mineral tP~oughout all the 
grades o:f metamorphism, and very :fevr thin sections studied 
were devoid o:f quartz. In the clastic rocks, particularly 
the grits, the quartz occurs as angular :fragments in both 
.the low and middle grade zones·. Evidence o:f solutional 
activity is present in a~l zones 3 "and a scalloped outline o:f 
the quartz :fragments is common in the middle zone. Some o:f 
the dissolved quartz was reprec"ipitated in gene-rally lenti-
cular quartz segregations'" :figure 15. The texture of' these 
grains is generally anhedral_ although distinct crystal out-
lines have been rarely notedo ~uartz is commonly f'ound em-
baying other minerals less stable at·lower temperatures. 
Apparently this condition was obtained during retrograde 
:;;)( 
\ 
Figure l5 Photomicrograph of quartz segregations 
in biotite quartzite~ Crossed nicols. 
30x, FA-25 
Figure l6 Photomicrograph of euhedral garnet and 
staurolite in mica quartz schist. Note 
muscovite wrapping around crystals. 
Cross_ed nicols. 30x, FA-27 
metamorphism when m&nerals which were ~ormed at higher 
temperatures became unstable as temperatures lowered. In 
the higher grade zones sillirranite needles are commonly in-
cluded in the quartz. The ~act that silica was in excess 
~or all the metamorphic reactions is indicated by the presence 
o:r the quartz. 
Muscovite - Sericite· 
.Muscovite, variety sericite, occurs conooonly as a 
fine grained matrix in the arkosic grits and represents the 
recrystallized equivalent o~ the argillaceous ~ractions. 
Sericite also is present as an alteration o~ the ~eldspars 
which are present in the arkosic quartzites. Muscovite Ln 
oriented and un-oriented blades occurs in the middle and 
high grade zones• The parall~l alignmsnt 0~ the llnlSCOVi~e 
plates produces a good ~oliation in the schists, ~igure 16. 
Biotite 
Dark brown biotite, usually pleochroic in yellow 
to brown, occurs in ragged blades throughout most o~ the 
schists in thelow-middle grade zone. Commonly the biotite 
occurs in two generations. Aligned biotite ~ormed during 
progressive metamorphism induces the ~oliation in the rock. 
A later-generation o~ non oriented porphyroblasts induces 
a pimply nature to the rock. These are embedded in a. ~ina 
grain~d biotite .sericite quartz matrix. The ~act that some· 
o~ the -biotite is oriented and some is not .indicates that 
maximum' stress· did not always coincide with max~ tempera-
ture~ figures 17 and 18. Occasionally blades of biotite are 
.lighter around the edges where ir.on Fe has been removed. 
Biotite ·shows alteration to chlorite in many cases, varying 
from incipient to complete. ~~y of the biotite porphy-
roblasts show pleochroic halos in which the core is lLkely 
to be zir.con, figure 18. Where ·the biotite or its chlori-
tized equivalent is oriented, a well defined schistosi.ty is 
developed. 
Chlorite: 
Chlorite is present :in most·o:£ the rocks of the low 
grade zone. It is found in the f'ine grained matri.x of' the 
' . 
impure graywackes and arkoses· and also as incip"J_ent crystals 
1h the s.o called "pimplJ:" phyllites.. Chlorite i.s only in 
equilibriUm in the low grade zone, but it may occu~ as a . 
retrograde mineral in the higher grade zoneso Chlorite 
commonly replaces garnet, varying !'rom just a faint trace 
.around the rin to complete replacement, forming pseudomorphs 
ot: chlorite a.:rter garnet~ Ghlorite may ·also be seen re-
placing biotite and occasionally staurblite. In general, 
the rocks which are r_i_ch 1h chlorite have a blui.sh green 
cast. When the chlorite porphyroblasts grow during retro-
grade metamorphis~, they need.not be and often are not 
:"aligned with· earlier .f'oliati.on. Penninite identi.f'ied by 
its characteristic ·blue color is a common replacement of 
garnet. 
·6o 
Figur~ 1.7 Photo~ic~ograph o~ digested biotite 
porphyrobl.asts, :~drid Formationa 
Crossed nicol.s JOx,-FA-.562 
Figcire 18. Photomicrograph-or unoriented partially_ 
digested bi.otite porphyrobl.asts -in 
l.fudrid Formation. Near Farmington (4_,3) 
Note zircon radio halos* Crossed nicol.s 
30x, FA-.562 
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.Garnet 
Garnets~ usually almandine in composition, are herein 
considered the index mineral i'or.the midl,lle-middle grade zone. 
it is not unusual to i'ind it associated with staurolite and 
biotite however& Some sections were noted in which garnet, 
staurolite, and sillimanite were i'ound. This assemblage 
indicates that temperatures at the_highest ranges were at-
tained i'or only a very short period oi' time and that equili-
brium was not established. 
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In general the garnets are euhedral to subhedral~ 
although soma are poikiloblastic, i'igure 19. In.some sec-
tions pseudomorphs oi' garnet ai'ter chlorite have been developed, 
apparently during prograde metamorphism. Pseudomorphs oi' 
chlorite ai'ter garnet i'ormed during re·trograde metamorphism, 
i'igure 20. Small dark unidentified inclusions with no orien-
tation are common in many oi' the garnets. Invariably the 
garnets .show ~racturing; and chlorite replacement along the 
i'ractures is·cor:n:non, i'igure 21. 
G~nets are occa~iona~ly i'ound in concentrated 
layer.s in the impuro quartzites. It is likely that these 
represent detrital garnets which were concentrated as a 
placer mine~al •. ~a euhedral garnets i'ound in the pelitic 
rocks are metamorphic in origin. Detrital garnets ob-
viously do not have the same metamorphic connotation as 
do garnets induced in·situ by heat and pre:;Jsure. ~arnet 
---. 
with its high.density is a i'ine example oi' a space sa~ing 
Figure 19 Photomicrograph or quartz mica schist; 
note .poikiloblastic ~ike.structure in 
garneto Crossed nicols. 60 X, FA-87 
Figure 20 Photomicrograph or chlorite replacing 
garnet showing retrograde errects. 
Uncrossed nicols. 60X, FA-14 
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Figure 2l Photomicrograph of chlorite replacement 
in garnet along fractures. Crossed 
nicols 60X, FA-6 
\ 
Figure 22 Photomicrograph showing wedge or 
staurolite in muscovite schist. 
·crossed nicols 30x, FA-368 
mineral which would form during recrystallization unde~ 
high pres·sure and temperature conditions. 
staurolite 
Staurolite occurs as euhedral crystals in the high-
middle grade zone. As in the case of the garnetss the 
associated·fibrous mica wraps around the euhedral porphyro-
blasts, figure 22. The staurolites. are commonly fractured 
with chlorite alteration products along the fractures. A 
chlorite reaction rim 1.s commonly found on the exterior of 
the crystals which still retain an unaltered core. The 
staurolites are commonly twinned. Some of the staurolites 
_have been completely destroyed by retrograde metamorphism, 
developing muscovite-~uartz pseudomorphs after staurolite. 
Andalusite 
~uartz-muscovite pseudomorphs after andalusite 
have been found ih the contact area of the Clearwater Pluton. 
The andalusite pseudomorphs are unoriented and weather out 
. positively on exposed surfaces. Andalusite has not been 
fo~d in anY other area except for a very lL~ited extent 
on the hills north of Varnum Pond (1~7). The contact 
metamorphic aureole is an incomplete one around the Clear-
. water Pluton. Andalusi te has been i'ound a :m.a.:x:imum of 825 
:feet from the nearest exposed granite contact. The andalu-
si~e appears to be later than t~e metamorphic minerals o:f 
the matrix and is the chief indicator of the contact meta-
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morphic _effects of' the Clearwater Pl.uton.. The unoriented 
'nature of' the porphyroblasts embedded in a foliated matrix 
attests to the younger. age of' the andalusite crystals. 
Sillimanite 
Sillimanite occurs as fibrous masses surrounding 
and including muscovite, :figure 23. Some sillimanite oc-
. . 
curs as needles in quartz, figure 24,.or as a dispersed 
phase through muscovi~e. 
Feldspar 
Plagioclase :feldspars· are common in the .grits and 
impure arkosic quartzites. The feldspars show alteration 
to a .considerable extent in most thin :sections; however, 
a few thin sections are remarkably unaltered, as evidenced 
by the clear twinning lamellae. The f'e:ldspar grains are 
_ generally angular and are embedded in a fine grained 
serici te-:q~artz-chlori te matrix. The:re ·seems little doubt 
that these are detrital !eldspars as they occur in the 
green schist' facies. In the lime silicate r.ock units in 
the amphibolite' facies, microcline~ showing excellent 
scotch plaid twinning, is observed~ 11uch of the microcline 
is :found close to the granite contacts" and thei potasstu~ 
may be, at least in part, supplied by potassium bearing 
solutions emanating :from the granite region. Some potassium 
could have been present in the se.diment .itself', however. 
In the ·lime silicate rocks a more .basic plagioclase, 
oo 
Figure 23 Photomicrograph o£ q~tz, biotite, 
muscovite~ sillimanite schist in 
granitized zonee Crossed nicols: 
60x, FA-4Dl . 
Figure 24 Photomicrograph.o£ silli~te needles 
in quartz grain. Crossed nicols. 
2.75x,, FA-4?.l · 
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ande.sine,..occurs. It appears most likely that these feld-
spars are not detrital but are the products of metamorphic 
reaction at elevated temperatures and pressures as indicated 
by the amphibolite f'acies. 
Calcite 
Calcite occurs as interstitial material between 
granules ci'_quartz in the impure calcareous quartzites. 
It also occurs as irregular masses •. I~ the low grade zone 
the relativel.y pure lime beds are rec1·ystallized to a i'iiie 
textured marble, fi~~e 25. Impure calcareous beds in the 
amphibolite facies are recrystallized-to impure lime sili-
cate marbles and gneisses. Segregations oi' coarsely 
recrystallized calcite are commonly the result oi' pre-. 
cipation f'ro!ll. hot solutions during the deformation of' the 
r'?cks, f'igure 26. These segregations are rarely more than 
1211 long and 3" wide while most are 2"-5tr long and 1 H 
wide. 
Siderite 
Siderite has been inferred f'rom megascopic ob-
servations and optical studie-s. Rhombohedral voids highly· 
stained with limonite are present in some of' the -rocks. 
The rather Silky luster of' this mineral in thin sections 
indicates siderite rather than f'e.rroan calcite, f'erroan 
dolomite, or f'erroan ankerite. At any rate, the carbon-
ate is iron rich. The probable siderite is restricted 
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~- Figure 25. Photomicrograph of recrystallized 
limestone, Hadrid Formation. 
Uncrossed nicols. 60x, FA-339 
Fisure 26 Photomicrograph of twinned calcite in 
lime silicate rocks, at Vienna Q,uarry (9,5). Grossed nicols. 60x., FA-824 
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to the low grade.metamorphic zone as at higher temperatures 
the iron carbonate is unstable and the iron would combine 
to ~orm iron bearing lime silicates i~ enough silica were 
present such as hornblende or actinolite •. I~ silica be in 
in~~icient abundance magnetite could ~orm. In the higher 
. 
grade zone .some magnetite i-s" present$ and some o~ the iron 
~or the magnetite is probably derived ~rom primitive 
siderite~ 
The lime silicate Hinerals 
piopside, tremolite-actinolite, hornblende~ 
zoisite-clinozoisite, sphene, idocrase, and Ca garnets 
have all peen noted in the lime silicate gneisses. Due 
to the ~act that the initial sediments were impure cal-
careous units with considerable amounts 0~. cla~ and silica 
the resulting recrystallized minerals were not simple car-
bonates but lime silicate minera1s. The assemblage zoisite, 
garnet, diopside, actinolite is common. These rocks con-
· ta-r.n considerable calcite, usually showing twin ~amellae . 
which are presumably the result o~_rock stressing, al-
'though it is impossible to say at what time 'the stresses 
were i:rnposed. Not l11 o~ the quartz has reacted with the 
calcite to ~orm lime silicate minerals. Some quartz· and 
calcite still remain. 
Contact Ketamorphic Rocks 
The best example ot: contact metamorphism is around 
.. 
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the Clearwater Pluton (2,3;3,l)o The phaneritic granite-
granodiorite was probably injected into its present posi-
-tion. The thermal ef~ects o~ this mass on the country 
rock is ·mos.t evident near. the contacts. The ef~ects ~ind 
expression both in a topographic high and in a reconstitu-
tion 0~ minerals2 resulting in dif~erent textures and 
mineral.s ~rom those of the rocks not eff'ected by the con-
tact metamorphism. 
Surrouhding a portion of' the Clear..rater Pluton 
is a contact hornf'els zone which f'orms a.positive relief' 
.. 
:feature. Cli~f's 200 :feet high of' hornf'els rise above the 
lake which is und~r lain; so ~ar as can be determined; by 
more easily weathered granite. 
The quartz-muscovite schists. around the t~ermally 
ef'fected zone contain numerous porphyrobiasts of' almandine 
garnet, biotite, and pseudomorphs ~ter andalusite, f'igure 
27. The garnets contain numerous unidentifiable inclusions 
which are most numerQus around the periphery·o~ the crystals. 
The andalusite pseudomorphs show a well def'ined prism shaped 
outline, ref'lecting the strong power of' crystallization of' 
andalusite as it f'ormed in the contact zone. These pseudo-
morphs are more resistant to weathering when exposed at 
the surface and their lack of' orientation in the rock can 
. be eas'ily s~en. This would seem to indicate that recryst.al-
lization. took place in an environment of' non-directed 
pressure. 
Figure 27 
Figure 28 
Photomicrograph o~ quartz 7 muscovite 
pseudomorphs after ~dalusite near 
contact with Clearwater Pluton (3 3 1). 
Crossed nicols. )Ox, FA-707 
·Photomicrograph· of hypersthene (dark) 
. being replaced by muscovite and quartz 
near contact :with Clearwater Pluton 
(2,3). Crossed nicols. 30.x:, FA-138 
Hypersthene has been observed in thin sections of 
roeks which lay within 10 feet of the c~ntact, figure 28. 
This suggests a much higher temperature i!ll!llediately adjacent 
to the introding granite-granodiorite material.· . 
Idioblastic ~mandine garnets are common., A .few 
appear to have been rolled; hence the direction of pressure 
was changing during the growth of: the crystals. The evidence 
·:for rolling is not conclusive_, however. Ragged unoriented 
biotite porphyroblasts are common. The biotite is arranged 
· in a uecussate pattern,- becoming well defined in zones 
moderately close to the contact. 
It should be emphasized that different rocks have 
reacted very differently to the_ thermal conditions. Rocks 
whi.,ch wer~ high in silica and impoverished :in other con-
st:ituents were only.slightly affected, while the al:uminous 
rich sediments show the greatest reconsti-tution, especially 
in close proximity to the contact area. 
·At a distance of more than .825 .feet from the con-
tact no appreciable contact effect is discernable. In 
general~ then, the contact metamorphic effects in the 
vleinity o:f the Clearwater Pluton are recognized by the 
higher degrees of met~rphism immediately adjacent to the 
pluton. These effects are superimposed on those of the 
regional metamorphism. !-rineral assemblages_ vary with dis-
tance from the contact, due both to differences in available 
7J 
energy_and to variations in the composition or the sedi-
ments~ 
Retrograde effects which attended the cooling of 
the rocks are clearly discernable in the rormation of mus.-
covite quartz pseudomorphs after andalusite and in the 
formation of reaction rims· around many or the high and 
middle grade index metamorphic minerals. The garnets 
and biotite porphyroblasts show all degrees of alteration 
from incipient to complete substitution of chlorite and 
penninite. Hy:persthene blades are altered to sericite. 
Some sections of the rock hovrever show little alteration, 
as is evide~ced by the presence.of andalusite. For retro-
grade metamorphism to take place, solutions must be present 
to act as a means of transporta~ion of atoms and ions from 
one place to another. Where solutions-were present for 
sufficient time·and when temperatures decreased sufficiently 
slowly, co~plete alterations took place. Where the tempera-
ture fell rapidly or where earl.ier e,xisting solutions had 
escaped and the rocks were dry, ~etrograde effects were 
slight or non-existent. The coexistence of altered ·and 
. . 
non-altered minerals in nearby areas is thus explained. 
Contact metamorphic reactions are also observed 
where lime silicate rocks ·are associated with phaneritic 
granitic rock masses. The actu~ shape of the lime silicate 
masses cannot be completely delineated, but most of them 
appear to be blocks or pendants. The majority of ·the blocks .. 
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show attitudes of the relict bedding which are consistent 
with regional trends. A :ferr north-west strikes were noted_. 
however. In some cases a reaction zone between the lime 
silicate masses and the granitic rock was evidenced by a 
two inch band of idocrase at the contact& The restriction 
of the ido.crase to a narrow border area is highly ·suggestive: 
of thermal metamorphism. 
Regional Hetamorphism 
~ CJ The~regional metamorph~sm:is reflected in all of 
·(• 
·the metasediments exposed in the quadrangle. The intensity 
varies from the low chlorite zone to the high sillimanite 
z.one and gradually increases southward, Plate 2. Rock 
v.nits which were f'airly uniform in original composition 
present no great pr-oblem of identification, even after 
undergoing different degrees of metamorphism. Unfortunately, 
no presumption of homogeneity can be made. The zones of 
intensity Of metamorphism of the pelitic rocks are .reflected 
by index mineral assenfulages. The. highly calcareous sedi-
ments when.subjected·to .exactly the same metamorphic in-
tensities yielded lime silicate minerals s~ch as diopside, 
-actinolite, zoisite and other~ •. This assemblage is equi~ 
valent to the amphibolite :facies of Eskola. 
In delineating the various·zones of metamorphism, 
the author was :forced to bear in mind. the bulk composition 
of the un-metamorphosed equivalents insofar as this affected 
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the £inal mineral composition •. Di££iculty arises~ there£ore~ 
in making a metamorphic zonation map in the case where the 
original rock units varied so greatly in bulk composition. 
The end e££ects were largely prejudiced by the original 
composition, and the precise implication o:f these end e:f-
:fects on metamorphic zonation can only be -·approximated~ 
Chlorite Zone 
Chlorite is characteristic o:f the low grade zone 
where the original rocks were pelitic. In this quadrangie 
·the chlorite occurs witp. varying degrees o:f orientation 
which is re:flected in :foliation o:f varying degrees o:f per-
::rection~ 
There has been-minor solution and recrystallization 
o:f the detrital quartz in the low grade zone. Much ot the 
clay has been converted to sericite. The coarser arenites 
have not lost their identity because o:f the limited re-
crystallization o:f the quartz. Occasional detrital grains 
o:f :feldspar can be observed in which some o:f the twinning 
lamellae have been bent. it is impossible to determine 
whether this de:formation took place prior to or a:fter 
sedimentation. Some de:formation bust have taken place· pane-
contemporaneously with the sedimentation. In :fact it is 
entirely possible that the greater part o:f the de:formation 
took place_be:fore the rocks were completely indurated. 
Biotite Zone 
Indicative o:f higher temperature conditions is the 
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appearance or biotite in the rocks. Commonly the biotite 
forms as a replace~ent of chlorite although the chlorite 
is not always completely converted to biotite. The biotite 
occurs in knots and irregularly concentrated zones as well 
as in oriented crystals producing foliation. When the 
biotite is oriented, the platey direction is perpend"icular 
to the greatest stress a.Xiso The i'act that the biotite 
occurs as aligned plates and.also as irregularly oriented 
subhedral crystals in ~~y sections suggests that the 
biotite formed in two generations. 
Garnet Zone 
Euhedral almandine garnets are suggestive of a 
high static presslll'e and possibly higher temperatures than 
for· the chlorite zone. The garnets, like the biotite; form 
at the expense of chlorite. This is evidenced in thin sec-
tion by the· numerous sieve structures that are found in 
the garnets which some authors ref~r to as poikiloblastic 
structures, (Harker 1950$ p. 219) A strong power of cry-
stalization of the garnet is suggested by the warping of 
adjacent mica aroU?d the crystals. Most of the garnets 
were fractured after formation, and alteration to· chlorite 
has taken place along the fractures as indicated in thin 
section study_. · ... 
The metasediments which include this mineral are· 
usually coarser texturea than is the case for the lower 
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grade equivalents. The typical rock in this zone is a 
well foliated.garnet-muscovite-quartz schist. Q.uartz is 
often segregated into well defined concentrations, pro-
bably due to the high solubility ot the mineral ·in this 
zone. 
. ' 
·staurolite Zone 
staurolite porphyroblasts with their" distinctive 
outlines define the next higher grade metamo~phic zone. 
In this zone a coarser texture is obtal?-ed than in any of 
the lower grade zones. In general the staurolite schists 
display excellent foliation because of· the perfect align-
ment of the muscovite. There is a very slight, if any, 
. . 
preferred orientation of the staurolite. The staurolite' 
is com.'Tlonly twinned. 
SillinllL~ite Zone 
-Sillimanite is the index mineral for the-~ighest 
degree of metamorphism short of magmatization. The silli-
minate occurs in two well developed. habits in the rocks oi' 
the Farmington Quadrangle. The first is that oi' slender 
i 
needles in_ qua~tz; the s~cond is a felt-lLke aggregate 
which is associated with large blades oi' nn:lsco.;ite mica. 
\ihere. the micas coexist ab~dantly with the sillimanite, 
the rocks are -well foliated sillimanite schists •. In many 
casess however_. where the ·original ·composition dii'i'ered,. 
·or where solutional activity· proceeded :m:ore extensively a 
.well developed gneissic texti.rre has.developed. 
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In those rocks which were rich in calcium carbon-
ates and relatively de~icient in alumina prior to metamor-
. phism$ lime sillicate minerals ~ormed instead o~ sillimanite 
in this zone, but they indicate similar P-T.conditions and 
are so designated on the map, Plate 2o 
Retrograde Netamorphism 
It is ,to be expected that the reversal o~ pro-
grad~ conditions would produce re~rograde e~~ects; and 
since.all o~ the rocks we see are now cool and at the sur-
. ~acej> widespread modi~ications might be ·expected. With 
but a very ~ew exceptions the retrograde ef~ects are in-
completeo PossiblY; this is due to the ~act that the 
rate o~ temperature increase was less than the cooling 
rate, providing inadequate time ~or new equilibrium 
assemblages to ~orm. This seems unlikely, however, ~or 
the rocks have existed more than_200 million years since 
the metamorphism and this seems ad~~uate time. A more 
lik!=lJ.Y limiting ~actor in the production o~ retrograde 
e~~ects, as was indicated ~or contact metamorphism, would 
be the degree to which hot solutions were retained or lost 
~rom the rocks. 
One o~ the most characteristic retrograde e~~ects 
is the production o~ partial or complete pseudomorphs·. 
Pseudomorphs o~ mica and quartz ~ter staurolite have been 
observed.in many instances. Staurolite crystals are com-
monly altered to chlorite around their rtms, indicating 
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adjustment during the cooling phase or the rock history. 
Biotite porphyroblasts commonly shou ragged edges 
that have been converted to chlorite. Occasionally the 
b~otite has been entirely converted to chlorite., The 
euhedral outlines .or· the garnets likewise are ort_en modi-
fied by a r·ounding and replacement by penninite. Such 
reaction rims are common in both the garnets and stauro-
. lites as well as in the amphiboles and pyroxenes. 
The cause or the regional metamorphism has been 
discussed in the chapter dealing with the origin or the 
p4anerocrystalline rocks; since they represent the end 
product or the regional metamorphic process. 
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STRUCTURE 
Intron:~ction ati.d Analysis of Methods 
Tha rocks of the Farmington Quadrangle have com-
plex structural relationso About two thirds of the rocks 
of north-.vest eentrB..l Uaine are metamorphosed sedL"!lents. 
The remainder are chiefly phaneritic. sialic rocks, although 
some basic type==! are found in the vicinity of Moxie :t-1ountain 
in the Bingham Quadrangle, (Co Osgood, personal commUnica-
tion).,. i1'Iost -of the metasediments are within 10° of being 
vertical. Interpretation o:f structural data, even. on a 
br9ad scale,.is extremely difficulto Outcrops are scarce 
beca.use of the extensive cover of Pleistocene drift. and 
of .fluvial and lacustrine deposit-s, particularly in the 
. Sandy River flood plain. About 4% of. the t~tai are·a is 
outcrop. The_ low percentage of outcrop relative to total 
area automaticall;y introduces a large source o:f error into 
interpretation o:f structureo Methods which were employed 
to decipher the structure of the region Mere: an analysis 
o:t: the attitudes o:t: tlie metasediments, of the cleavage, of: 
the folds,. _o:f the joints, and o:f the faults, togei~her with 
an intensive search for primary sedi~entation features 
which could aid in struc.tural and stratigraphic studies. 
Special problems with the use o:t: each o:f these 
techniques were enconn'teroo. For example., prblary features 
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such a·s graded and cross bedding often yielded contradic-
tory evidence. ~or top and bottom in adjacent beds where no 
'immediate possibility o:f :folding could be envisioned. 
In a graded sequence o:f sandy layers which grade in-
to silt size particles~ top is in the direction .of decreasing 
particle size. In middle and high grade metamorphos<?d sedi-
ments, an apparent reversal in graded bedding results, since 
the s:iltr phase is transformed. into larger crystal units 
while the sandy segment retains its original texture. The 
pelitic upper portion ··o:f the graded bed is recrystalli.zed 
in innumerable instances. to a coarse textured garnet stauro-
lite mica schist. The sandy zone is transformed to either 
a quartzite or to a consistently :fine grained impure biotite 
or chlorite bearing quartzite, depending on the intensity 
or the metamorphism~ the exbent of the retrograde effects, 
and the purity o:f the sandy zone. That part o:f the bed 
~hich was originally composed o:f the smallest grains is 
transformed into a .Se-ction _of very· large~t units afte+' . 
metamorphism. This reversal· of grain size must constantly 
be born. in mind when deter~ining the _top and bottom o:f beds 
by'means·o:r graded beddi~g in the metamorphosed rocks of 
the Farmington ~adrangle. 
Crossbedding in layers in which :fault shear~ is 
also present orten suggests contradictory conclusions. The 
shear_ed layers commonly can be confused with truncated beds.· 
It is not at all uncommon to :find that top and bottom of a 
bed based on.graded bedding and apparent crossbedding in 
the sa.>n.e outcrop point in opposite directions. This in-
consistency re~lects the masking by metamorphism o~ detail 
which is necessary ~or precise interpretation o~ the prim-
ary .features. 
1-'lb.en graded bedding is observed L11. the ~ield~. it 
i-s generally assumed that the material _was deposited by a 
moving f'luid which was decreasing in competency. Materials 
which are deposited under waxing velocity conditions will 
. -~- ~- . 
be successively coarser at the top o~ a graded seque~ce. 
. . 
The sediments in the_ quadrangle are marine in origin, many 
oi' which were deposited in shallow water in the zone sub-
jected tci tidal modification. The al ternati·on ot: tides 
would develop waxing and waning· conditions; ·thus a reversal 
in graded bedding m2ght occasionally be expected 3 particu-
larly if_ the tidal amplitude were large, as in some modern 
estuaries. 
General Structural Relationships 
The regional grain of the :r·ocks has a· northe~st, 
southwest orientation. The orientation is consistent with 
the observations of' Cariani· (1958~ p. 103) _to the northeast 
in th.e .Anson Q.uadrangle: The majority of' beds dip steeply 
to the northwest though beds with steep dips to the south-
east are not uncommon, figure~ 29 and 30.· The rocks in 
the southern one third of the quadrangl_e are inttmately 
. .-
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Figure 29 Grits and quartzites in Smalls Falls 
Formation. Note stee~ dip. {1~2) 
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Figure 30 Sul~ide rich argillites, Smalls 
Falls'Formation (note steep dip o~ 
cleavage and bedding) (1,2) 
': 
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associat_ed with phaneritic sialic rocks. In this southern 
section the general dip or the beds is considerably lesss 
averaging about 50°; and readings as low as i8° have bee~ 
recorded. The strikes are variable, but generally north-
northeast.erly a,nd dips are· generally north-northwest. The 
relationship or lime silicate beds to the phaneritic rock 
types in this region ·or lo•r dips cannot usually be precisely 
assertaineds but most o£ the line silicate layers are con-
sidered to be pendants and b~ocks which are close to a roor 
phase or a magmatized zone. The lower dips are thought to 
be indicative or such roor relationships by the author. 
Fisher (1~4ls p. 137) observed mcich blocks associated with 
gran1te_in the Lewiston region and suggested that very 
1itt1e reorientation or the bl.ocks had taken place. \·There as 
some or the blocks in the Farm1hgton area have been re-
oriented; as indicated by some northwest. strikes 3 they are 
by rar in the minority. Observations thus rar seem to in-
dicate that the larger the blocks are, the more consistent 
is their o'rientation with that o:f the r~gional attitude. 
Throughout most o:f the metasediments there is a 
w~l.l de~eloped cleavage in the lower grade zones and a well 
developed schis~osity·in the middle and higher grade zones. 
The cleavage and schistositr ror the mOst part closely 
parallel.the attitudes or the bedding. Simple rold struc-
tures? isoclinal or otherwise, are extremely dirricult to 
reconstruct rrom bedding cleavage relatienships on the 
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basis or information that is presently known. surricient 
geologic evidenQe has accrued, however, to lead the author 
to the opinion that_the structure is probably not that of 
simple folds alone~ The structure of the phanerocrystal-
line rocks has been discussed unde-r the chapter by that 
name. 
The Cowen Hill Anticlinal Structure 
-- --- -- ;;:::;.;_____:;___.:;:.:.....;;_= _;:;_~;,c_..:c__ 
Outcrops eX-posed in the vicinity of Co-vren Hill 
(2,1) and southwest of this locality alon_ route 4 at (1,2) 
and at Porter Rill (1,5) reveal dark grits and maroon 
stained, sulfide bearing siates and schists. Grits which 
are round in close proxL~ity to contacts with adjoining 
formations on the northwest and southeast flanks show 
graded bedding in tP~ee feet thick beds which suggests 
. -
that the rocks to the north-vrest and southeast are younger 
than those on Co-vren and Porter Hills. The lithologic units 
at Cowen Hill are strikingly similar to those described by 
Moench (1954, pp. 47-48) and_Cariani (1958, pp. 21-35) as 
the Parmachenee Formation. These units are also very 
similar to r.ocks exposed at Smalls Falls on Route 4 in 
·the Rangely.Quadrangle. The structure, then, would be 
anticlinal in quality; with the southeast limb overturned, 
and'the rocks on either side would belong to the Hadrid 
Formation. On the basis of: the limited fac~s available 
it is possible that the Cowen lithologic unit is a member 
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··-.- within the Y~drid Formation which pinches out to the north-
east in the Kingfield Q.uadrangle. The author, ho'\orever, 
prefers the hypothesis that an anticlinal structure exists 
here. The simplest interpretation, then, is that it is a 
slightly overturned steeply dipping isoclinal anticline 
with the axial plane striking l~ 40 E and dipping about 82° 
to the N.Wo No satisfactory repetition of lithologic units 
on opposite sides of the hill have been discovered, however. 
Titcomb Hill ~~ticlinal Structure 
On Titcomb Hill (2,5) and PovTderhouse Hill (2, 7) 
sulfide rich grits _and sulfide rich slates and schists are 
to be found three and a half miles east of Co-..ren Hill. 
The ·rock as-· a gros·s lithologic unit is similar to that on 
Cowen and Porter Hills. The stratigraphic position of the 
unit is difficult to establish. In view of lithologic 
s~ilarity with the unit on Cowen Hill~ it is very possible 
we are dealing with a repetition of lithologies and struc-
ture. If this be so, Titcomb Hill (2,5) is the axis of 
another anticlinal structure. If the rocks on the west 
side of Titcomb Hill (2,5) and on the east side of Cowen 
Hill (1,3) are younger than those in the bounding hills, 
the logical interpretation would be that a synclinal 
structure exists between the two ru:iticlines.. The author 
suggests the name.Fairbanks Synclinal structure for th~s 
.region. 
U{ 
Fairbrurrks Synclinal Structure 
Exposed at Fairbanks (2,4) and near the Farmington . 
Hospital· 2,7) is a dark grey phyllite with some intercal-
ated very thin sandy bedsc The bedding is highly contorted 
along shear 2;o:ries. The dark phyllitic quality o:f the rock 
is very similar to that o:f the Dyer Hill unit described by 
Cariani (1958, p. 36). The Dyer Hill unit is very likely 
to be equivalent-to the Monson sl~tes exposed to the north-
ea~t o~-arid in -the Kingsbury Quadrangle (Prof. Wol~e -
personai commun~cation). ~he Dye~ Hill slates, acco~ding 
to Cariani~-represent either the uppermost -part o:f the 
Madrid Formation or are a younger ;formation. In the 
Farmington Quadrangle the distance between the black 
slates at the hospita;j.. (2,7) southeast to the Parmachenee 
contact as. indicated on the map is about 150b Y • Even if 
- this distance were the true thickness of the sediments, it 
would not be- co:mni.ensurate with the estimates of the minim.uln 
thickness of the Hadrid Formation. -It is very.possible 
that a longitudinal fau~t,· slightly oblique to the regional 
strike, has faulted ·out a ·large portion o:f' the Madrid 
Formation.· Un:f0rtunately, the fault cannot be directly 
observed, and there is no topographic expression to in-
. dic.a te such a- fault. 
As .has beE_:)n discussed in the chapter on ~i;rati­
grapby.and J.ithology, correlation can-be established on 
: -. 
00 
the basis or well preserve~ ~ossils; similarity of .sequence 
or units; similarity of chemical and mineralogic content of 
the units; and obvious structur·al conrormi ty. The :first 
and probably the best criterion~ where applicable, cannot 
be employed in the Farmington area, as no :fossils have been 
:fol,llld by the l-~Ti ter or by any previous worker in the area. 
Correlation of beds based on mineralogic similarity is dif-
ficult, due to the :formation of different mineral assem-
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blages :from the same original bulk composition as a result 
. . "(/'' 6 
of different intensities o:f metamorphism. Variations which 
are due to original sedimentation conditions, also, make· 
correlation by lithology difficult. 
The possibility-that the Fairbanks area is an 
anticlinal structure should be explored. The Lost ·Brook 
shale is the oldest unit in the total area mapped in the 
Boston University mapping program in northwest central 
Maine. The :fact that cross cleavage has developed in the 
rocks·. at Fairbanks . indicates that· this may be Lost Brook. 
shale since cross cleavage is particularly well developed 
in the Lost Brook Formation in the Cupsuptic Quad~angle 
(Wolfe -personal communication): The difficulty o:f cor-
relating stratigraphic units in which ~ossils are absent 
and in which the same unit is differentially effected by 
regional metamorphism cannot be overemphasized. The chief 
criterion by which the Perry Mountain Formation is distin-
guished from the Nadrid Formation is that the Madrid as a 
{ .· 
:formation is mor·e calcareous and. that at the top o:f the 
Perry Mountain Formation a cyclically bedded condition may 
be observed in the tjpe region o:f the Rangeley Quadrangle. 
At (1,9) on the Temple stream below the bridge are thinly 
bedded limestones and shales, like those o:f the Madrid 
Formation exposed at Weeks Hills. Limestones o:f this.type 
are also e~osed at (2,1) and at (i,5). Limestones o:f this 
type- are. highly indicative that the unit is the l·1adrid. 
Formation rather thari the Perry 1-Iountain Formation. Exposed 
at (2,1) on the peninsula at Varnum Pond cyclically beddBd 
rocks outcrop which ar~ highly_ suggestive o:f the Perry 
Mountain Formation. Such cyclical beds are indicative o:f 
the top o:f _the Perry l1ountain Formation, and the Smalls 
Falls Formation should ba immediately adjacent, .but it has 
not been noted. The author concludes, therefore~ that this 
Perry Mountain type o:f lithology at this place is really a 
specially d~veloped phase o:f the Nadrid Formation. At .(l.t2) 
massive grey ~uartzites are exposed anq do not seem to be 
repeated on the southeast limbs o:f the Cowen Hill. Anticlinal 
"structure, but massive· ~uartzites are exposed at the Holly 
School (2,1) that may be the e~uivalents o:f those on the 
west o:f Cowen Hlll, although th,e Holly S_chool ~uartz~tes 
contaln black carbonaceous partlcles which were not noted 
in· the •restern quartzites. These quartzl~es can be traced 
into the Skowhegan ~uadrangle some 20 miles to the northeast. 
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(C. W ~ Wolf's - personal communication.) 1ifuile the Tit.comb 
Hill and Cowen Hill .units are certainly similar, they need 
not be the same . .f'ormation. It is possibles therefore, 
repetition of' formations ~the 
that the br~adth of' o~OO:op. in the 
quadrangie,is roughly equivalent to the thickness, a 
that there is no real 
quadrangle, requiring 
figure approximating 12 to 14 miles. Such a great thick-
ness of' sediments would be difficult to entertain. 
In conclusions the author prefers the ~nterpre­
tation that Titcomb Hill. and Cowen Hill are anticlinal 
like. structures; .this interpretation is based on approxi:-
mate lithologic·similarity in the two localities and on 
.. graded bedding indications :for the Cowen Hill region. The 
Fairpanks area~ then, is interpreted as a synclinal struc-
ture because of the resemblance o:f the unit to the Dyer 
Hill unit and because o:f the presence o:f Kennebec type 
limestone units between the Dyer Hill rocks and the anti-
. clinal areas previously suggested. East of' Titcomb Hill 
the rocks are presumably younger, on the basis of' graded 
bedding, and tne axis of' the syncline is probably in the 
\vicinity of' Weeks Mi~ls 1 although there is no structural 
evidence :for this designation~ The author suggests the 
name.Weeks Mills S7UClinal strricture.:for this area. 
>.:. :· ''-.; 
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Speciric Structural Features 
Bedding 
The average regional strike o~ the sedLments is 
N 38° .a; except where they a:re adjacent to well de~ine.d 
~ault zones or to phaneritic rock bodies. Bedding is 
generally well preserved in low to middle grade meta-
morphic zones but in the high grade zones;. bedding o~ten 
becomes vague .and is o~ the relict ·type. ·The persistence 
o~ steep dips to the northwest is especially characteris-
tic o~ the bedding in the northern two thirds o~ the 
quadrangle. More gentle dips than those to the northwest 
are dominant L~ the southern one third or the area. 
Figure 3L 
. 
Boudin and Nodular StrUctures 
Boone (1954) described boudin textures exposed on 
Muddy Stream at \veeks 1:-lills C3s8). Boone suggested tlliit 
the"biotite schist was more competent than·the black mar-
bles, an.d the limey material ~lowed into the ·rupture zones 
in the quartz biotite schist. Figure 32. In view o~ the 
·ract that this is the only area in the quadrangle where the 
boudin phenomena has been observed·, it is likely that the 
separation o~ the biotite schist ~rom the marble occurred 
during sedimentation wh~le the rocks were muds and lime 
oozes. The ~eparation o~ the beds which later appeared as 
biotite schist blocks occurred during sedimentation rather 
than during tectonic de~ormation. 
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Figure 31 View of well foliated staUrolite 
_mica schist at Farmington ~alls. (6,4) Note relatively gentle dip 
typical near some granite contacts. 
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Figure 32 
. . 
Boudin like structure in limestone 
and argillites at· Weeks I"1.ills_ (3~8) 
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Figure 33 
' 
Typical elongated lime silicate nodule 
structure round in Madrid Formation~ 
(5,5) 
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Lime silicate modules, .f'lgure 33,.. are common1y 
found in the Madrid Formationo These' are possibly 
stretched in many cases. -· 
Cleavage and Foliation 
Cleavage is_defined herein as closel~.spaced 
jointing, while foliation is· the ability of' a rock to break 
parallel to the direction of aligned platey minerals. 
Cleavage is developed in most of th~ l~thologic types~ 
except in the granitoid and. quartzitic units. Except for 
isolated cases, the general attitude of' the cleavage 
parallels that of the bedding. The perfection of' the 
cleavage and foliation varies from poor to none in. the 
impure arkosic quartzites to excellent in the garnet mica 
recrystallite.s. Incipient cleavage planes are probably 
induced in the rocks during periods of regional compression 
'perpendicular to the maximum compression axis.. The open 
g;_. 
frac~ develop only after the rocks have been brought close 
enough to the surface. to permit rock expansio.n, thus permitting 
the·opening of' the form~rly incipient f~actures. The attitude 
o.f'.the cleavage presumably parall~ls. the axial planes of' the 
isoclinal or pleated folds in the area, depending upon the 
f'inal interpreta,tion of the regional structure. In the phy±-
-· 
lites there appears to be a very subtle additional cleavage, 
interpreted by the writer as slip cleavage. This·cleavage is 
generally at an acute angle to the regional.cleavage but is 
6 
c 
not always consistent in attitude. It is really a close 
spaced ~aulting_a~ong which minute di~~erential sliding 
o~ mineral grains has taken place~ The acute angle rela-. 
tionship with the region~ cleavage suggests these planes 
might be interpreted as shear planes '1-Thich might correlate 
with the ~ planes o~ the strain ellipsoid. The c~eavage 
was probably induced, however, during the extensive longi-
tudinal faul~~ng episode. ~is type o~ cleavage is best de-
·veloped in the slates and phyllites, particularly in the 
.. 
Dyer Hill Formation.· 
6 
The ~oliation that has b.een observed in the rocks 
is usually parallel to the bedding. _The ~act that the 
~oliation and bedding are parallel but dip gently in the 
southern one third o~ the quadrangle. suggests that t~e 
~oliati6n therein was not the result o~ tectonics 3 ~igure 31. 
It.would seem that the ~oliation might arise because o~ recry-
stallization o~ plat.ey minerals in e.quilibrium with the 
directed ~orces o~ the sedimentary load above. This ~olia­
tion was horizontal_. as "Was the bedding, until the bloc·k 
·broke a'•ay ~rom the overlying- cover. According. to this 
viewpoint, ~he foliation was already in the block and its 
attitude in the block has nothing to do with the ~orces that 
oriented the block in its present position. 
In many areas where cleavage has been developed 3 
it is generally"possible to interpret the regional struc-
ture ~rom the cleavage bedding_plane relationships. The 
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continued parallel~mn o~ cleavage and bedding ~or long dis-
. t~ces without any convergence in west central l1aine is ex-
tremely perpiexing3 however. The classical interpretation 
o~ the structure where the cleavage is parall"el to the 
bedding and both are vertical or steeply dipping.would be 
that the rocks have been isoclinally ~olded; producing 
vertical or nearly vertical axial planes 1-Tithout signi~ic­
ant plunge. This is the interpretation ot Pratt and Allen 
(1949, pp. · 23-29) ~or Franklin County l'iaine • Caria_>J.i 
(1958, p. 107) has noted this problem and has emphasized 
the absence of evidence tor troughing and cresting of 
such folds. He suggested three poss"ible explanations tor 
the absence· o~ crests and troughs of the folds: (a) the 
crests have been eroded and the troughs are not yet ex-
·posed, requiring a completely unlikely ~iformity of 
amplitude of the folds; (b) the folds are large, and the 
.noses will be found iD. adjacent quadrangles; ·and (c) the 
structure is not that of isoclinal folding but that o~ 
pleated folds. TP.e writer agrees with Cariani that the 
~irst of these hypotheses is unlikely. 
Cariani · (19~8, p. 46) noted tine~y bedded black 
slates and black marbles on the Kennebec River. This r.ather 
distinctive lithologic unit is found in the Farmington ~uad-
rangle and can be traced through the Norridge1-rock, Skm·Thegan, 
Anson,- and Guil~ord ~uadrangles, ·for at least 35 miles along 
·. 
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str~e with no evidence o~ major warping and ~olding. 
While some o~ the lithologic units can be traced ~or con-
siderable distances, some o~ the units, particularly 
units with Smalls Falls type lithology, pinch out in the 
King~ield Q.ti.adrangle and elserrhere (C. W. vfol~e - personal 
communication) •. Even where such lithologic types terminate, 
there is no apparent deviation o~ the attitude o~ the 
cleavage and bedding and no structural evidence ~or plung-
ing has been noted. The simplest explanation ~or the 
· pinching out o~ these units is in terms o~ sedimentation 
v~iations rather than tectonic. I~ the interpretation 
that the sul~ide rich horizons were deposited in closed 
basins under anaerobic conditions be Valid, the ·Shape and 
size o~ the basins. would prob~bly be highly irregular. 
The nature o~ the sediments which accumulated in the_basin· 
would be dependent on the depth of the depressions, on the 
availability o~ sediments, and on the poss~bilities of 
aeration and flushing of the stagnant water conditions. 
Sulfide rich.layers should normaily be lens shaped and 
should pinch out or interfinger at the margins with oxy-
genated sediments. Thus the irregular nature of the Smalls 
Falls Formation-can best be explained through a sedimenta-
~ tion rather than a .structural approach. 
Pleated Folds· 
Professor C. W. Wol~e (unpublished rfia.nuscript) has 
suggested that the dominant structure in Maine is best ex-
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plained in terms of 11pleated :folding11 • PJ,eated :folding is 
visualized as a geosynclinal phenomenon. The theory pre-
supposes that in the base of the geosyncline the rocks are 
su:f:ficiently warmed to be magmatized. The source of the 
heat is probably :from the disintegration of radioactive 
material. I:f at any time during this process heat genera-
tion is greater than heat loss to the. surface,. there neces-
sarily must be an accumulation of heat. Horizontal sedi-
ments.in the sur:facs·regions of the subsid~ng geosyncline 
would act as a thermal blanket·and retard heat loss; 
Rocks are poor conductors of heat, and the hotter they get 
the poorer conductors they become. Thence_, heat accumula-
tion is an ac~elerating process. Since the ~henomenon is 
~ 
geosynclinal in nature, it is obvious,_ as· Pro:f~ssor \tlol:fe 
suggests, that the magmatization is not really a process 
of· simple melting but of ·a mutual solution of mineral mat-
ter in mineral matter. ~Physically trappe~ and chemically 
bound water in sediments may constitute :from 15% to 40% ~:f 
the rock by volUl::le~ 
When the basement and-floor sediments are magma-
tized; the geosyncline is in disequiiibrium, due to the high 
:fluidity and ·lovT dens.ity of its base. A sedimentary prism 
is thus overlying a :fluid or.potentialiy fluid floor. The 
sedimentary prism wi-ll be unstabl.e until it has displaced 
its own weight in·the :fluid; that is, until it ~s in :float-· 
ing equilibrium.· Ii' the fluid zone ~s overlain by a layer 
'j'j 
o£ £airly competent rock, and i£ a compressive £orca. is 
.applied, this cover will break up into olocks in the lower 
regions -o£ the geosyncline. Adjustment o£ subcrustal blocks 
under a compressional environment in the magmatized zone will 
give ·rise to a pleated £old structure. Only in the lm·rer 
portions o£ the geosyncline will the pleats develop. 
Thus; pleated structures de.v.elop in the roo£ zone. 
and are intimately associated with magmatized rocks. The 
orientation o£ .the blocks would be·a.response-to ~egional 
. - . 
. stresses.. The relationship o£ one qlock to the next might . 
simmulate synclinal or anticlinal structures; or a repeti~ 
tive :t"aulted structure might appear. 1-1any structur_es can be 
produced t~t do not lend themse~ves to ready explanation in 
terms o£~classical interpretation o£ £olds. 
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In re£erence to £igure 34, section A o£ the·diag~am. 
is a tilted £ault block broken away £rom an overlying hor~zon; 
this block coulrl aput uncon£ormably against ad-jacent bioqk B. 
Section B o£ the diagram reproduces an anticlinal like struc-
ture with rep~titive bedding l -·8" Section Q represents a 
monoclinal type structure complet-ely surrounded by granitic 
rock4 Its· downward motion into the magmatized zone has been 
~terrupted by magma solidi£ication be£ore a position o£ 
equil~brium was attained. Section ~ repres~nts a synclinal 
type structure with repetition o£ 1 - 6·. Section~ represents. 
blo<?ks which cannot be interpreted in terms o£ £olding. This.' 
· n:.echanism allows aild explains vertical beds· in close proximity.· 
to horizontal beds. Section F represents· two blocks with 
~ 
Possible Fl"amewcrk. for Plealed Folds 
B c D E F 
FtGlJRE: J4Schemaiic diaSrlllll showit~ pos:;iblo ori~nhHo11 of blocKs A-F in the ma9ma-
fl~ed portion of the geosync![ne. The layers of shah arci numbe't'ed f:...:lO with * 10 
as the youn,.;lest. (All:ef' C. W Wolfe unpublished manuscrJpt.) 
·~ 
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repeated sequences normally explained by repetition o~ beds 
due to ~aulting. 
During:the course o~ the mapping, the author pro-
ceeded to explain the. structure using the approach o~ T. 
C. Chamberlain, that o~ multiple hypotheses. The chie~ ob-
stacle ~o ar.rivin~ at a satis~actory ~i:i::l.al hypothesis is 
tha:t o~ lack o~ .outcrop. Examination o~ individual out-
crops shows no evidence ·o~ thickening and th~nning o~ beds. 
Convergence ~~ strike o~ beds indicating plunging ~olds is 
"(!!.. b . . . 
totally lacking on a large scale in the area studied. Small 
~olds'associated .with shearing have been observed, but these 
.:folds do not have the signi~icance o:f drag ~olds :formed by 
competent beds sliding past incompetent beds. The small 
.:folds that have been observed have amplitudes o:r· 1? - 5'; 
:the axial planes o:f the many small :folds trend _parallel to 
the longitudinal :faults with which they are intimately 
associated. The plunge o:f·the :folds is variable. :from 0° 
90° in directions ~rom N.E. to s.w. It is not at all un-
ustial to .:find in one outcrop :folds plunging to various 
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degrees in opposite directions within a :few :feet. Diversely 
oriented :folds o:f .this type are useless as aids to the inter-
pretation o:f the regional :folds. The random orientation o:f 
the contorted limey beds at Weeks Mills (3,8) is probably 
the result o.:f the complete lack o~ induration at the times 
the beds were sheared during longitudinal ~aulting. An· 
aiternative explanation would be .a series o:f.variably oriented 
moveme~ts,. but tl this were the case9 earlier .formed shear . 
.folds would show indications o.f the later movements, and 
no ·such evidence has been noted. !1inor structures in an 
outcrop commoply serve to eluc·idate structures on a 
regional scale. Longitudinal shear zones are ubiq_uitous 
in the quadrangle ~~d are present ·in practically every 
outcrop.. In outcrops o.f mudstones, limey beds,· or sul-
.fide muds the .freq_uency o.f these· shear zones is as com-
mon as one every 10 .feet. Shear zones would be expected 
in blocks o.f pleated .folds where internal adjustments o.f 
the blocks to variable buoyant .forces would occuro It is 
suggested that th"l< shear zones 1-Tith their many ininor :folds 
do re.flect the regional structure o.f pleated :folds, not o.f 
normal .folds. While the rocks in the vicinity·o.f Titcomb 
Hill and Cowen Hill lend themselves to interpretation as 
anticlines or anticlinal structures, these areas could be 
-.blocks in which the block~ have come together and.eliminated 
the magmati.c material at the. contact •. A pleated .fold also 
could explain the diminished .. stratigraphic thickness o:f the 
Madrid Formation between the Dyer Hill phyllites and tb,e 
.Smalls Falls Formation to the ·sbuthwest. 
I 
Joints 
The attitudes o.f 125 joint planes were recorded in 
the cours·e o.f the :field mapping. This is obviously a meagre 
amount, considering the area studied; but ·the low number 
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re~lects the general lack o~ outcrop and the lack of the 
third dimension in the outcrops. The best joints were 
studied in abandoned quarries and along road cuts. A 
joint diagram was constructed plotting the poles of the 
joint-planes on the upper hemisphere of a Schmidt equal 
area projection net, figure 35. Only one reading was 
recorded for each set observed and ·only the well defined 
joint. planes were recorded. The joint diagram reveals 
the fact that most of the joints have a dip between 75°-
900~ The diagram does not reveal any preferred strike 
direction but seenlS to girdle the net. 
The lack of a preferred regional attitude of the 
joints can be explained in the following ways. ~oint data 
were recorded for granitic rocks and m~tasediments·alike. 
I~ the granitic rocks are post tectonic, there should be 
no relationship of the jointing to the regional tecton~cs. 
I~ the granites are syntectonic or only very slight],y post 
tectonic, the joints in the granit·e should reflect regional 
tectonic controls. The distribution of joint poles in the 
diagram does not support the idea of syntectonic intrusion. 
If pleated folding in the area be valid, some or the granite 
should be syntectonic, and, therefore, those granites should 
develop a preferred joint attitude. This could mean that 
most of the granite in the quadrangle was formed in the mag-
matization zone rather t~an as intruded masses •. 
Carlton Chapman (1958, pp. 552~558) has made a 
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JOINT DIAGRA.M 
125 poles plotted on upper hemisphere of Schmidt E9.ual Ar~a Projechon . N.et. 
. Antipodal poles fqr 90" dips 
FlGUR£ 35 
not ~hown. 
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study o~ jointss the attitudes o~ which have been controlled 
by topography o Chapman maintains tha.t while the incipient 
joint. plane.s ar~ developed by regional tectonics or load, 
. only those joints can be seen where expansio:q. ha·s been 
possible, that is,_ where rock has been eroded. As Chapman 
concludes, "The trend frequency and spacing of joints as 
- . 
determined in the field, thsrefo~e, are influenced to a 
large extent by the detailed configuration of the topo-
. graphy" •. The topography ·of the Farmington Quadra...J.gle, 
except on-Cowen and Titcomb hills," shows but poorl~ developed 
regional trends. The southern half of the quadrangle is 
largely :t'-1o9red by granite and no linear topographic align-. 
mentis noticeable. Glacially plucked and·scoured slopes 
ha.ve yielded joint-- patterns parallel to their margins, but 
aside from these.concentrayions no preferred joint orienta-
tion (}an be noted. The only signii'i.canc.e tha.t can "Qe gainer1 
i'rom the ·study of the joints in the Farmington Q.uadrangle is 
that they ofi'er no evidence concerning the tectonics oi' the 
area.· 
Sheeting 
.·Sheeting has been observed in various localities. 
The best. example of sheeting is to be observed in the Jay 
Granite Quarry .(7,4). The sheeting ha.·s greatly facil1tated 
the.removal oi' t~e granite in blocks i'oro processing. The 
layers range in thickness i'rom 8~1 to 3', figure 36. ·In . 
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I 
Wetl developed sheeting in North 
Jay Granite Quarry. (7,4) 
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general, the thickness of the.layers increases with depth. 
The quarry is situated on the top of a hill and extends 
down the southwestern side. As one proceeds. down the flank 
of the hill in the quarry area~ one notes an unmistakable 
parallelism between the attitude of the sheeting and of 
the slope. The fact that the frequency of sheets increases 
near the surface and that the attitud~ parallels the con-
tour .strongly suggests a -topograpJ:it·c control. The· direc-
:ion most ~k(Sy for e.x.:~ansion is paralle~ t~ the surface 
as erosion develops . .-~ negative pressure perpendicular to 
the surface o Thus, the fractures parallel the sur.face ~ 
Sheeting is best developed in the phaneritic rocks, but 
some sheeting nlay be observed on vertical cliffs of the 
metasediments north ~~d west of Clearwater Pond (2,3; 3,lY 
and elsewhere along road ·cuts. 
Faults 
In a region in 'which undoubted sedimentary r.ock;s 
have been shifted from· an essent~ally horizontal position 
to that of a. vertical. one,. figure 29·,. some f'auJ_ ting is . 
certainly expectable •. l>'hile hundreds of f'aults with minor 
displacements have been exa.rO.ined, no large scale faults 
~ve been located ~or postulated~ It seems unlikely that 
the glacial drift would have been completely suc~essf'ul 
in'hiding all traces of' these possible fault zones. Hinor 
faults .·of the longitudinal type have been examined. These 
generally parallel the bedding but occasionally transect· 
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the_bedding at angle~ or l5°-20°c Most or these faults 
are mineralized and _contain mostly quartz if the faults 
occur in quartzitic rock, but they show much calcite, ii' 
the ·i'aulted members are highly calcareousc The widths of 
the mineralized areas vary from a fraction of an inch to 
three- and four feet acros-s c Where the faulting is com-
pound, as it {s in.the majority of cases$ the total min-
eralized zone may be tens of feet wide with extensive 
masses oi' country rock caught up in the zonec 
"Evidence. of shearing is common along these faults. 
Commonly, the attitude of shears can best be recognized by 
the attitude of the mineralized fracture, and these paral-
lel the bedding inmost cases. Slickensides along the 
fractures are not generally observed, although-they are 
occasionally present.· Well defined breccia zones were not 
found in the i'aults of the Farmington ~uadrangle, although 
breccia zones of this typ~-have been report~d by Cariani 
(1958, p. 115) in the.P_nson Quadrangle._ Small _fold struc-
tures which end abruptly at the margins -of the faulted 
areas are co!m:n.only associated with the shear zones-, figures 
37, 38, 39. The_random attitudes of these\folds indicate 
·either periodic variable movements along the.fault zones in 
diverse dire?tions, or incompletely unconsolidated material 
in t~e shear regions. For the most part, the mineralized 
zones and the contorted nature of the sedim~nts read~ly 
identify the shear-zones. A special and well developed 
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Figure 37 Small plunging fold associated 
with shear zones~ (1.9} 
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Figure 38 Small folds induced by shearing. 
Note quartz vein associated with 
shear zone. (1.9) 
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Relatively large ~old in Smalls~ 
Falls Formation. (4,2) 
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cleavage is o~ten mani~ested along the ~aults and in the -
~ault zone •. The longitudinal ~aulting is most commonly 
and best developed in the argillaceous or calcareous rocks 7 
but the phenomenon is by no means restricted to these rock 
types~ 
Transverse faults o~ minor displacements have been 
noted in a number ·a~ localities, ~igure 40. One particu-
larly well developed transverse shear u~y be observed at 
(5,1) at the-dam on-the Temple Stream at Wast Farmington:. 
The shear strikes almost perpend_icular to the .bedding, 
N 40°-w, and has a displacement o~ about 1". 
"Whil-e large. scale displacements have not been ob-
serv:ed along an individual ~ault, the total displacement 
.along a n:mnber o~ tb,e J.ongitudinal ~aults may be consider-
able. I.n terms o~ the ple·ated folding hypothesis,. the 
long.itudrnai ~aults were primarily slip planes 0~ adjust-
"ment during reor~ent~tion o~ the pleat sections as they 
. move into the new v•e_rtical position o~ equilibrium. The 
transverse i'aults 'from the same viewpoint were due to ad-
justment~ to the regional stresses .which were perpendicular 
to the l.engths_oi' the pleats. 
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Figure 40 Small transverse fracture in 
intercalated limestones and 
shales at Weeks Mills. (3,8) 
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. GEOMORPHOLOGY 
General Statement 
The topogra~hy of the Farmington region would be 
classified as late mature to early old age~ according to 
the criteria of W. M. Davis, figure 4J_. The geomorphic 
fabric, with hills which rise 200·- 6oov above the valley 
floors, was developed in pre-Pleistocene times. but has 
~een subsequently modified by glacial erosion and deposi-
tion during the Wis~pns~n stage:. Post glacial activity 
. . ·-· -...... . . ,., 
along streams, in lakes, and'in wind-blown areas has 
( 
resulted in further minor changes. 
Pre-glaciai Top~graphy 
· Pr~-glacia£ drainage maps of the Waterville region 
have been reconstructed by Perkins (19.27 ~ pp. 352-364). 
1Us study of the \iaterville region .suggests that post gla-
cial streams generally follow the pre-glaciai. structural 
and lithologically controlled valleys except_ where former 
channels were Choked by glacial debris. These findings 
. . 
are completely consistent with the general drainage pat-
.tern for the Farmington Cluadrangle. 
. . 
Since the general aspect of' the topography is one 
of' late maturity, falls and cascades., particularly along 
the major streams, should have long since disappeared • 
. . . 
Many :falls dp occur~ however,, as :for exa.IJ?.ple those at 
Farmington Falls (6~4) on the Sandy River. Such :falls 
appear to be the result ot the superimposition o:f the 
streams onto small hills o:f bed rock by virtue o:f cut-
t~ through unconsolidated glacial or :fluvial deposits 
·which had previously buried the hills, :figure 42. The 
bed ·rock at these ~oints inhibits downcutting and acts 
as a local base level •. The Sandy River :riood plain widens 
considerably upstream :from the Farmington Falls section. 
In this widened area ar~ many examples o:f sloughs and ox 
bow lakes. Oxbows can be observed on the topographic sheet 
at (5, 6)~·Plate 3-. The e:f:fects o:f this local base level 
at Farmington Falls extends. upstream 5 miles, above which 
·the valley narrow~? again, :figure 43. The valley walls. o:f 
.. 
bed rock are as much as 3/8 o:f a mile apart on the Sandy 
River north o:f Farmington while south oi' Farmington the 
spread is as.much ~s 9/10 o:f a mile. North o:f Farmington 
the oversteepened bed rock wa~ls and the presence o:f gla-
cial striae in the valley indicate that it was :formed in 
pre-glacial time but was modi:f~ed by glacial scour. Be-
tween Farmington and Farmington Falls the :flood p~ain o:f 
- the Sandy River is almost a mile wide ~d it is-unlikely 
that a valley :floor o:f this size could have been cut in . 
. post Wisconsin time. 
. . 
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View of topography in late maturity 
looking across Sandy River from (4,3) to hills toward the U.E~ 
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Figure 42 Typical fine gravels and coarse sands 
in Sandy River deposits~ gravel pit 
{1,6.) :!!Tote i'luting in .fine sandy 
layer. 
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Figure 43 Sandy River rlood plain one rourth 
mile north of Far~gton (2~7) 
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Direction and orientation o~ stream3 
The directions and orientations o~ the pre~glacial 
streams were controlled by the competency o~ the beds over 
which they were ~lowing or by oriented ~ractures that had 
previously been developed in the .rocks. The channels which 
generally re~lect pre-glacial conditions are aligned either 
S 25° - 30° E or S 30° W. The Sandy River channe·l cut. in 
' . 
'bed rock above Farmington has a stream course or S 25°·E. 
This streamwas controlled by ~ractures oriented in this 
· directi..on_ North-south stream. channels, which are not ~-re­
quen~ in the Farmington quadrangle, are·presunably con-
trolled by the slope induced by r~gional tiltin~ which must 
have been o~ s~~icient magnitude to cause drainage to move 
obliquely to the regional strike. 
As has been discussed in the chapter on strati-
graphy and lithology, the ~undamental rock types are quartz-
ites, schists,·phyllites, arid marbles. The granitoid rocks 
are acidic in composition. Gradations between the various 
major metasedimentary ro.ck types are, o~ course, common. 
~he quartzites are o~ten intimately interbedded with the 
slatey schist!s :end phyllites, and these intercalated units 
are as likely ridge ~ormers as· are more massive quartziteso 
Titcomb Hill (2,5-2,7) is an excellent strike ridge com-
posed oi: :interbedded grits .. qua.J;"tzites, and slatey schists. 
The large hill in (1,2) which ~aces th£1 Sandy River valley. 
with an almost vertical 150 1 eli~~ is solid·massive quartz-
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- ite~ Bannock I<Iountain (3_.2)_. although evidencing some 
phyllite and limey beds; is 75% quartzite with beds up to 
3" - 41 in thicknesso In general however, the competency 
or the rock is not the £undamental ractor controlling 
relier and geomorphic fabric. Two notable exceptions 
exist in the cases of impure lime2tone-marble and or 
granite. · The former generally is a· valley former and .con-
sequently is.unimportant in surrace outcrop expressions. 
As was mentioned earlier one ·out·stan.ding example or this 
valley type extends from the Sandy River in (5,6) north-
easterly through the Norridgewock, Anson, Skowhegan, 
Kingsbury, and-Guilford Quadrangles, a distance of approxi-
mately 40 miles. Only an occasional outcrop of limestone-
marble occurs along this course. 
The basin in the region of Clearwater Pond is 
underlain by granite and is bounded on all sides except 
the south by steep high cliffs which rise as much as 400 1 
.. above the pond now_ occupy:i.ng the -depression. The contact 
ho~nfels adjacent to the granite is more resistant to 
erosion and suppoi_'ts the cli_ffs overlooking the lake. A 
similar basin also exists at Parker Pond (9,8)~ . Moench 
(1954, p. 11-12) suggested that once tho hornfels cap or 
a granite body has been pierced, .weathering and erosion 
proceeds at an accelerated rate in the granite. The basin 
is widened and deepened concomitantly with the lowering or 
the egress lip of the basin which in the case of Clear-
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water :)?ond was to the south.. Most . ot: the .egr,e.ss channels 
t:or these basins in West central Maine are o~ the southerly 
sides, which is probably to be explained in terms of the 
regional North to South tilting mentioned earlier. 
The hills surrounding Parker Pond are in part lime 
silicate gneisses and schists which are·more resistant than 
the granit~. Egress from this basin is also to the south~ 
Granite, often with impregnated pegmatite veill~, · 
and also simple pegmatite form prominent hills in the south-
.. ,Q li 
ern third of the q~adrangle. Cape Cod Hill (6,6), Old Bluff 
• c 
Hill and Blab6n Hill {9,1), .spruce ·11ountain {7 ,5), and North 
-
;Jay Hill. (7,6) repre·sent such positive relief forms. Thus, 
granite which contains granitirr pegmatite. in veins or in 
irregular masses seems to. be relatively resistant to erosion, 
while the .even·textured granites are more easily eroded"in 
· the Farmngton region. 
"··· 
In the northern two-thirds of the quadrangle the 
regional attitude o:f.N 30° E with vertical dip controls the 
fabric of the topography. In the southern third.o:t: the 
quadrangle there is no strong persistance of strike of 
lithologic units and dips between 18° and 45° are common. 
Aside from some g~acial shaping by leeward; and ·valley wal:;L 
plucking in this area the hills are isotropic rather than 
linear in extent. 
Further examination of outcrops reveals other 
structural controls that must be ·.considered. Rock ex-. 
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posures invariably show multitudinous longitudinal ~aults 
~th associated shear zones. These ~aults are o~ten re-
peated over and over as ~requently as every 10 ~eet. 
Transverse shear zones and faults are also to be seen in 
a number o~ localities trending roughly N 40° vl such as at 
Muddy Brook at Weeks Mills (3, 8) and the dam at 'Ylest 
Farmington (5,1). Both the longitudinal and transverse 
shear zones-are best exposed along river cut~~or example, 
along ~ddy Brook and Wilson Stream and while much less 
evident in lichen covered outcrop~ in.the wpods, they are, 
nevertheless, presente These zones are regions o~ geo-
morph6~ogical weakness and·control in large measure the 
N .E. and N .W. orientation o~ valleys- in the quadrangle. 
There. are many joint sets· in the region, and imdoubtedly 
in some instances the joint directions are the pr~~erred 
directions taken by the streams. One important joint set 
parallels the N.\i. ~ault and shear zones. 
· Glacia.tion 
.Glacial Erosion 
An evidence o~ glacial erosion in West central 
Haine is tp.e apparently complete removal o~ the residual 
soil .that must have existed in pre-Pleistocene time.. In 
a ~ew localities a minor amount o~ weathered rock was ob-
served but this could easily have ~ormed since the dis-
appeara~ce o~ the glacial ice. No weathered regolith was 
noted beneath glacial till in contact with bed rock~ even 
in areas which might have been bridged by the moving ·ice. 
The removal of the reg~lith was accompli~hed by plucking 
.and by scouring of the bed rock. 
Striations a~e commonly found on the topB of the 
glacially polished hills particularly where the till cover 
has been recently removed. vT.here striations have been ex-
posed to tb:e sur:race f'or a :rew years, l-Teathering quickly 
obliterates the striae except on the most resistant mate-
rials such as included quartz veins. Striations are least 
l-T~ll preserved in granite, ·due to the fast conversion to 
gruss in a clL~te where frost action is an iffiportant process 
·of .mechanical weathering. Due then to the accelerated rate 
of c~em&cal and mechanical weathering on granite, well 
defined abrasion phenomena are rarely seen on granite out-
crops. Shale and phyllite outcrops, however, with their 
subaerially stable mineral assemblages frequently show well 
preserved marks. 
Tb.e striae vary in size from barely discernible 
scratches to grooves 1 1 to 2' deep, figUre 44. Grooves 
as much as 1~' deep and 15' wide have been observed on 
the top of Bannock Mountain (3,2). 
Striae afford excellent evidence as to the direc-
tion of the last movement of the glacial ice, assuming it 
was from a northerly sector. Plate 3 shows a recording 
of glacial striae. The striae on the tops of the hills, 
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where no-topographically induced swerving takes place~ 
are the most reliable in C.etermining the general trend 
o~ the ice movement. This direction is approximately 
S 33° E, based on the weighted average of hill top read-
ings~ The attitude of the striae on the flanks of the 
hills is not consistent, due to the fact that the ice l-las 
deflected around the rock obstacle~ It is to be strongly 
suspected that at any given time at any given locality the 
ice was moving-in different directions at different levels 
within the ice mass. In the lower levels~ ice could be 
channeled by a previously developed valley. Striae in the 
upper Sandy River valley for example closel~ parallel. the 
~inear direction or the valley S.S.E. while the strike or 
the striae on the top of nearby hills is shifted 15° :fur-
ther to .the E~st. .The ice in the upper portion was moving 
under a regional ~petu~while the ice in the valley was 
constricted by the valley walls. 
It is well ·known that the erosive power o:f glacial 
ice is greatly increased when channeled by a preexisting 
valley 1~ich trends in the same general direction as the 
-ice sheet movement. This channeling commonly .results in 
over steepening oi' the valley walls an(l ove.r deepening o:f 
the ·valley floor. The over deepening of the valleys 1~ the • 
. Farlllington Quadrangle is not apparent because of subsequent 
sedimentation. The eastern i'lank of Old Bluff Hill (9,1) 
. was"over steepened by an ice stream that moved dol-ltl. the 
·valley now occupied· in part by Crowell Pond (9,2) and the 
1-IcGurdy stream.. North o:f ·Farmington the Sandy River valley 
has been over steepened by glacial iee channeled-by the pre-
exis~ing valley. Large scale talus blocks at the base o:f 
the cliffs bespeaks the· unstable slope of equilibrium in-
· duced by glacial valley wall scour and plucking. 
Stoss and lee topography, also known as roche · 
inoutone'e or ramp and pluck topog:raphy 1 is evident in many 
areas... The steep southeastern :flank o:f Spruce ]rlountain 
(7,5) is the result o:f plucking along joint surfaces. 
Numerous: ~tsnce.s o:t: plucking on the leeward s:lde o:f hills 
and outcrops can be :found on a smaller scale. 
It must be emphasized that. the glacier only 
modified the preexisting topography. Hills have been 
rounded.or oversteepened, and the deepened glacial val-
leys were carved in previously existing stream. valley 
sites. ·As· Leavitt and Perkins ·have .concluded (1935~ p. 26) 
liThe !Tlicro-topography is.glacial but the :macro-topography 
is pre-glalci.a.l"; 
Glacial Depo.sita 
A mantle o:f till has been ~aid over most o:f the 
bed rock. The· till .is characteristically poorly sorted 
>both· with respect to size and composition. A large num-
. 
ber-o:f dir.ierent iithologic typ3s can be :found in a single 
exposure.· Many c:b:f the included boulders are sol.ed and .show 
excellent striatio~s. Some o~ the till layers are rich in 
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while some are sandy~ It" is likely the s·andy tills are 
reworked :fluvio glacial deposits incorporated in the· body 
o:f ice during a restricted retreat and readvance. 
Above 600 :feet the till cover is thin, and the topo-
graphy is of the skeletal type, with bed rock projecting 
intermittently above ~he till. Below 600 :feet the till cover 
is inuch thicker and is thickest on the leeward southeastern 
:flanks o:f the hills. The thicker till covers are :fluted 
by sur:face ~a~h. Gullies 25 :feet deep in till are well 
J..LO 
·e;; Q expressed south east o:f Staples Pond (1,4). It could be 
surmised that above 600 :feet the ice.was not so heavily 
loaded ·as was· the ice in the valley, parti~lly because o:f 
the i'act that there vTas less rock to scour at that height 
and partially because o:f continual bulldozing o:f sur:face 
materials· into sheltered areas. vrhen the ice :finally 
melted, much lsss till was avatlable :for the higher.surili!lits. 
The composition o:f the till re:flects that o:f th~ underlying 
rock, :for the majority o:f boulders_ in the_till are o:f the 
same composition a.s.the underlying rock unit. 
Erratics are commo~, varying in size :from sm~ll 
to those weighing thousands o:f to~s, :figure 45,· area (7,7). 
One distinctive type o:f erratic is a garneti:ferous granitoi~ 
rock·like that outcropping near the base o:f Spotted Mountain 
in the Kennebago Q.uadrangle some 25 miles a>-fay. 
Boulder :fields are co!!lr.lon, especially in the 
southern part o:f the quadrangle·. Granite blocks vTere 
. easily removed· along joint planes by the ice and have been 
abUndantly deposited i~ many localities. 
Drumloids {Leav~tt; 1935; p. 35) may be observed 
in the vicinity of Zion Hill (8,3); figure 46. The drum-
loids have a partial drumlin form but lack the well devel-
oped streamlined appearance of the classical drumlins of 
the Boston Bay type. The Zion Hill (8,3) drumloid has a 
bed rock core which i~ exposed on the .highest part of the 
hill& The till co~er increases from a thin veneer near 
the top to a much thicker zone on the sides and particularly 
on .the· leeward flank. These drumloids give some idea of the 
direction of the movement of the depositing ice from the 
azimuth of the long axis, which is about S 18° E in the case 
of Zion Hill whiph is the .best developed.. The bed rock core 
acted as an obstruction and till 1-Tas deposited on the· lee-
ward and flanking sides as the ice slid over the top. The 
southeastern slope is more gentle than the northwestern 
slope,.· and the flanks show a roundin~ comparable to a nor-
mal drumlin form. 
~ust to the south of Chesterville in (9,4) and 
-{8,9) is a long, narrow, sinuous flat topped ridge with a 
relief of 60 - 80 feet. This ~hysiographic feature is 
considered to be an excellent example of: an esker, poi:nt A. 
·Plate 3. A.t a number of: sites along its course, gravel 
pits which are or have been operated by the state ot: Maine 
Highway department reveal excellent exposures ot: the well 
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Figure 46 VievT .o:f Cape Cod Hill showing 
drumloid outline~ (6,~) 
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'bedded sands and gravels. The bedding shows little or no 
distortion and is exceedingly well preserved. No clay was 
found in or on the esker body. The excellent preservation 
of the bedding together with the.well preserved ~an ex-
tending· J:or six miles south into the Livermore Fall·s 
Quadrangle suggests that this was a bottom esker or a 
body esker very close to the bottom o~ the ice. Crevasse 
filling eskers generally show poorly_ preserved bedding due 
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to the disturbing e~fect o~ cave-ins ~rom the crevasse walls 
and to the melting o~ ice and subsequent non uni~orm lowering 
to the bed rock. Crevasse ~illings are likely to be less 
well ·sorted also. 
~ glacial events and ~eatures 
The::;e is·exposed on the·banks o~ the Sandy River in 
the vicinity·o~ New· Sharon (6,6) an interesting sequenc.e o~ 
sedimentary units. Caldwell (1959, p. 5-26) has examined 
this area and ~rom ·his auger borings has delimited a ~-ea­
ture whic~he calls glacial lake Farmington, using a blue 
clay zone as the boundaries o~ the lake. According to 
Caldwell, the basin o~ Lake Farmington ~illed 1-dth streru:a 
water as a result o~ a.till dam at New Sharon. The till 
which is over lain by stream gravels is now exposed in a 
25 foo~ gorge on the·sandy River, ~igure 47. Caldwell 
. (1959, p •. 180 suggests that a dam o~ strati~ied dri~t at 
the south ·end o~ the· ·Chesterville valley also aided in the 
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Boulder clay overlain by alluvial 
gravels at Sandy River Gorge~ (6_,6) 
lake development. 
The levei of the lake~ of course, was controlled 
by the lowest possible outlet oi''which there ·are a number 
of' possibilities: the valleys of' the Little liorridgewock 
stream~ th~ !•!cGurdy, and the -...alson streams. Ai'ter the· 
lake i'ormed~ according to Caldwell, clay carried by nelt 
lfater i'rom the· glaeier <Tas deposited in the lake basin. 
The sand plain that covers the clays was deposited in -
Lake Farmingto"n bei'ore- the gorge at :tfew Sharo~ developed 
(Caldwell 1959, p. i9)~ A retr.eat of the sea f'rom the' 
area i'ollo1-1ed which caused a loyvering of' base i.evel <Thich 
allowed the Sandy River.to develop its course, carve t4e 
go:r:-ge., and_ drain Lake Farmington. · Clays which Caldwell 
interprets as marine are exposed about three i'~xrths of' 
a mile downstream i'rom the New Sharon gorge. They contain 
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no marine f'ossils~ but the clay layer can be- traced to 
.localities that do contain marine· _i'ossils, chief'ly Yoldia 
arctica (:H:oller}. and other pelecypods.. The blue and ·b:;:>o-vm 
clays below New Sharon are not overlain by any sands while 
those above New Sharon are covered by .35l - 50t of' loose sand. 
T.his dif'i'erence in stratigraphy according t~ Caldwell sug-_ 
gests a dii'i'erent control in.the £'ormation of' the clays 
above i'rom. those bel?W New Sharon. IrregU.lar sedimentation 
on the lake f'loor eventually resulteq i~ swamps and s.tand-
ing bodies of' water, such as those in the Chesterville .area, 
'With numerous peat deposits ("Caldwell 1959_, p •. 22). 
The.Writer is in agreement with Caldwell that a 
lake for.med·in theflandy River valley above New Sharon but 
would like to ~troduce an alternative hyPothesis as to its 
origin. 
Subsequent to the melting of the ice but before 
crustal recoil was abl~ to take place, the sea invaded the 
preglacial partially filled· stream valleys up t9 the ·280t 
level and possibly to 340 1 o The presence or marine fos-
sils at 280 feet along the Sandy River banks in the 
Norridgewock ~uadrangle attests the mini~~ rise of the 
sea. Also, after the melting of the ice~ according to 
Professor C. W. Wolfe (personal communication), before 
vegetation·was able to nove in to anchor the. glacial .sedi-
ments a great deal of loose sediment was available for 
sheet wash, rill wash~ ~~a stream transportation. Pre-
cipitation was probably heavier than the present 43" per 
year. This resulted in the over-loading of the major 
streams with their flat gradients which immediately under-
went excessive alluviation of their channelso Alluviation 
of the major channels caused a blocking of tributary chan-
nels, and lakes with their surfaces confluent with the 
alluvial terrace were backed up from each of the tributary 
junctions with the main streams and or some of the tribu-
taries of the tributaries. 
Later, as vegetation moved in and anchored the 
-. 
soils on the hill .. stdes.J3 ·the major streams be·came under-
loaded in. terms o:f availabre s~diments, and downcutting· 
through the alluvif:.l plain took place le.aving high and 
level terrace's along ·the margihs. Subsequent climatic 
shifts or removal o:f local base levels produced lower 
level terracess :figure 48o The presence or absence o:f 
matching terraces on. opposing sides o:f.the streams was 
. . ·de_pendent upon the .nature and amount o:f meandering o:f the 
stream at the new level o:f equilibrium. 
· ·Prior to the down cutting by the major streams, 
the borderi~g lacustrine areas were rapidly :filling with 
the abunda...'1.t rock :flour :from .the. till which ·~as being 
washed into the lakes by stre~~s and sheet and rill wash. 
Extensive delta3 o:f :fine to coarse sand rapidly encroached 
· on the lake clays at the mouths o:f the streams which entered 
the lakes, particularly in the Farmington ~uadrangle at the 
mouth~ o:f the Sandy and Temple streams. The northern 
end ;o:r .Lake Farmington .thus 1vas :filled to the level o:f the. 
~igh terrace on the Kennebec River, 320-340 :feet; and the 
Sandy River w~dered aimlessly across ~his plain. The 
Kennebec River must haye remained on the high terrace un-
til the northern end o:f the lake was completely :filled 1rTi th: 
:first,. clays and organic materials; second,. alluvium. l'fany 
depressions to. th~ south remain un:filled even today and :form 
lakes and swampy areas. 
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Figure 49 
View or high terrace above Sandy 
River above Fa.r:nington Falls (5,2) 
Sand dune deposits on 
or Sandy River (5,3), 
Plate 3 
high terrace 
Point B, 
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Many ice rafted boulders which were picked up by 
shore ice. and floated out L~to tee lake would be highly· 
expectable in the clays especi~lly on the eastern and south-
eastern margin~ of the lake where the prevai~ing. winds·would. 
drive the floe ice. .Generally, ho~ever, t~9 terrace levels 
of the tributary system of the Kennebec River are confluent 
with those of the trunk stream. 
As the Kennebec River began incising its alluvial 
. . 
plain, its tributaries and their tributaries incised their 
alluvial terraces to the levels dictated by local base 
levels encountered during downcutting or by the level reached 
by the Kennebec River" Downcutting by the Sandy River through 
the delta and deposits which had accumulated in Lake Farming-
ton revealed the c~ay deposits· in sol'le cases .... 
Since the terraces of the Sandy River·are confluent 
. . 
with those of the Kennebec River, ~e should presume that 
events on the Kennebec River controlled the.alluviation and 
lacustrine sedlinentation of the Sandy River plain. There are 
two domina..."rl.t terraces above the Sandy River flood pls.in at 
elevations of: 390 a<J.d 365 feet above sea level at Farmington .• 
They are not always present on both sfdes of the river due 
to the variable lateral erosion or shii'ting meanders on the 
present or.earlier i'lood plains. Thus, erosion may have 
remoyed one or both terraces at a given ~ocation. 
Which of.the two hypotheses best explains the 
origin oi' Lake Farmington.and the sedimentation in the 
Sandy ~iver valley is dii'ficult to ascertain. More data 
must be collected to solve the proble:o, especially as to 
the extent to which rossils indicate ~ine unitsa It is 
suspected~ however, that since there are clays exposed on 
the banks of almost every-tributary of the major streams 
in New England, some or which are well above any possible 
marine invasion limit, and since these clays are very. 
similar to those observ~d along the Sandy River, a region-
ally extensive process such as that listed above was re~ 
sponsibl·e. There is lit"tle do~bt. in the author's mind that 
the sea did move into the· valle~s o:f" !-faine when the glacier 
. melted away, but the precise marine limits or. rloo.ding an~ 
the amounts. o:f" clays thus deposited ~ill require much study .• 
The author :f"eels that the trans~tion :f"rom~ine to alluvial 
to lacustrine condi.t:!.ons may have. been so gradual as to . ma.lce 
. siw~le generalizations impossibler 
Herein follows a suggested sequence o:f" events in 
the S~dy ~iver valley: 
. 1. Invasion o:f" the ·stream valleys by marine 
water up to 280 :f"eet with irregular de-
position o:f" marine clays in specific 
I 
localities a~ indicated by 
·; 2~ Retreat o:f -se-~s ·:roilovTed i.mmediately by 
3 •. Alluviation ~:f the Kennebec and Androscoggin 
channels with subsequent blocking o:f" all 
tr-ibutaries. 
· 4.. Depositing o:f" varved and non varved lacustrine 
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clay in :tributaries and marginal. lakes; 
as. in Lake Farrilington. 
5. Incision of' main stream cha.."Ulels, oi'ten in 
superimposed.positions on bed rock or till, 
and cut~ing of' the New Sharon gorge, 
resulting in the 
6. Dra~ of Lake Farmdngton and develop-
ment of' terraces along the Sandy River. 
The Two Till Proble~ 
A two-till exPosure has been repqrted by Caldwell 
(1959 $ pp. 22-27) in the New Sharon Gorge· area { 6_.3;' 6, 6), 
p~int C, Plate 3. The two tills according to Caldwell are 
separated by a varved clay zone; and a brown earthy material 
. . 
interpreted by Caldwell as a residual soil. is i'·ound at one 
locality belovT the varve!! clay zone and above the bottoi:J. 
till. At the top of' the resi.dual_ .soil_. i'ragm<mts ·of vrood 
were collected f'or Carbon 14 dating. The age deterwinatiqn 
was computed at the Yale University Geochronora.~tric Labora-
-
tory. The results ~.f the analysis placed the age.oi' the 
wood at approximately 30,000 years. (Caldwell ~ personal 
·communications) • 
. Caldwell .would interpret the two tills to be 
f'ormed in the f'ollovTtng st~ges:. During stage I, there would 
be an advance of' ice :foll.c..t-red by depositi~m of'· lo"wer till 
followed by ice retreat_ There then would b~ a·f'ormation 
oi' a soil with vegetation. Ice would again invade the area 
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burying the wood and soil with a second till deposit. Th~ 
varves at the bottom of the upper till could be explained 
in terms of the ice entering a body of water. Th~s does 
not explain, ho~sver, the presence of varves higher up in 
the till. body, nor would it account for the old soil and. 
wood, if the region were covered by a lake. 
As an alternative to the above approach it is 
suggested that if the wood dating be correct, the age. ob-
tained therefrom dates the advance of a sillgle invasion 
of the Wisconsin in which tills old soil, and vegetation 
were deposited belo;·r the ice. If the wood were incorporated 
. . 
in_ the ice during this one advance and was deposited upon 
the retreat of the i.ce, the age of the wood would haveno 
relationship to the time of withdrawal of the ice. It is 
also a possibility that the boulders and blue clay above 
the ;.ro.bd zone which Cald;-rel.l interprets as a glacial till 
1;; actually a lacustrine or· even possibly a marine clay with 
included striated soled pebbles which were dropped into the 
accumuLating clay by ice rafts. -The ·silty brown zone belo1·r 
·the boulder clay could be part of the lower till or might. 
be ic.e rafted to its present location along. with the water 
soaked wood. 
Ice push ridge$-
Ice push rid~es have been observed on some of the 
ponds and l.akes.of the Farmington ~adrangle. These ice 
1.3tl 
push ridges do not continue co~letely around the- lakes~ 
They d~velop best on lakes. tllli..t have gently shelving 
bottomBo vrhere the shore line is extremely rocky as on 
the north shore o:f Parker Pond ( 9.~ 8) and much of the shore-
line o:f Clear \-later Pond (2~3) the ice push ridges are not 
well developed.. Ice push ridges also do not develop in 
ponds that are completely surrounde~ by peat bogsc It is 
possible that the peat is plastic anq porous enough to ab-
~ (1rb the zxpanding :force o:f the ice without developing a 
ridge c.(; 
' .C· Ice ,push ridges hav.e been observed on: Sand Pond · 
(8,2) and Pease Pond (4,9) with the beot development on 
the south end o:f the ponds. The primary cause o:f these ice 
push ridges is probably the result o:f alternate expansion 
and contraction o:f the ice. Ice push as a result o:f the 
prevailing winds during the ice breakup period in the spring 
is unlikely_ because o:f ·the lirr>..i ted areal extent o:f the lakes 
and because not all o:f the ridges are·simi~arly located. 
Sand DU)ies 
. Sand dunes are rather extensiye in a number o:f 
localities in the area under discussion, point B, Plate 3. 
Most o:f the sand d1J.D.es are now covered with vege.tation, 
and because oi' this, the determination o:f the size o:f the 
sand"dune areas is di:f:ficult. The larges~ and·best de-
veloped sand dunes are in (5,6)~ point B, Plate 3~ These 
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dunes are 20 ~eet high and have very sparse vegetation, 
~igure 49. The dunes are migrating to a minor extent as 
a result of over grazing and possible brush ~ires which 
have removed the anchoring vegetation. The remainder o~ 
the sand dunes occur close to the Sandy River valley at 
close proz~ity to the 400 ~oat cori~pur lines as at (6,5). 
· The sand is 1-1hite and is composed almost entirely 
o~ well sorted quartz grains. 11any o~ the grains show 
minor ~resting. The dunes are o~ the neutral type like 
those ~ound at Provincetown, Hassachusetts and in the 
Desert o~ 1-l:aine •. Directly ~allowing the formation o~ the 
high level terrace by the Sandy River vall~y as it was 
backed up by the Kennebec River, the Sandy River b~gan to 
cut .into this plain again as the Kennebec was rejuvenated 
by underloading •. This high level terrace was composed 0~ 
very. ~ine sand in many sections ~s is to be seen· in Anson, 
Maine in the Anson Q.uadrangle above the .Sandy and Kennebec 
~ rivers~ This .flat newly exposed sur~ace which had abundant 
sand sized particles was whipped up by the wind into d~es 
which eventually were anchored by vegetat:I,.on. The relicts 
o~ these formerly much more extensive dune areas are found 
. \ . . 
.today in this area. A f~w ar~ only partially anchored and 
continued migration c~ be noted (5,6). 
Origin o~ the Lake Bas1ns 
The lake basins can be divided into four basic 
types i:ri. ·terms o~ origin: (a) ice sculptured bed rock 
...... _ 
I 
I 
I 
II 
basins~ (b) fossil ice block basins, {c) stream channels 
blocked by glacial debris, and (d) cut off meander chan-
nelso 
Clearwater Pond (2 ... 3) and Parker Pond (9,8) are 
.granite floored basins. Before glaciation no basin ex-
isted in these areas but rather a flat stream-formed 
plain. Since ~he granite weathers easily, the plains 
were underlain by a deeply weathered zone. Advent of 
Wisconsin ice in the area witnessed the.· scouring of' this 
weathered material, forming the basins which are now 
f'illing with sediments. Ultimately, they l-Till return to 
the plain f'orm by f'illing and the lakes vTill disappear. 
·rn general these lakes are not associated Hith peat. bogs. 
They con:nnonly contain rocky crag .type islands· like those 
in Parker Pond (9,8) and are marked by deep irregul,ar 
rocky bottoms. 
Ponds like Locke Pond (8,2) and Crowe:)..l Pond 
·(6,8) are all underlain by clay, Caldlfell (1959, p. 19). 
These basins are probably unfilled remnants of the larger 
basin once occupied by Lake Farmington. Round Pond and 
Horseshoe Pond (8,8) probably fill depressions left ~y the 
melting of remnant ·ice blocks L~ the midst of' glacial 
drif't. These lakes are generally shallow, twenty feet o·r 
less, are floored by silty mud, and their shores are mostly 
peat and decayed or~anic matter. " 
1 
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· · '':.:;r'General=!-:rz wh:l.l.e the ponds and iakes have one 
dominant origin, their configuration.is o:t'ten dependent 
on a number of' :factors. Most 6:r the lakes owe their. 
origin at least in part to the chok1.hg crJ: preglacial 
stream valleys by glacial debris. These lakes are now 
much ~maller than they l-Tere at their inception~ En-
·Croachment by vegetation and :filling ~ by organic matter 
and some sediment explains their diminiShed area. 
·.Small arcuate lakes on the Sandy River :flood 
plain are ox-bow lakes which have resulted :t'rqm cut o:r:r 
meanders by the lateral migration of' the meanders o:t' the 
.. ,,Sandy :River. 
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ECONOMIC G,gOLOGY 
Granites 
~ns Maine and New Hampshire Granite Corporation 
quarries and the American Stone Company quarry are located 
·at North Jay (7,4}J> f'igure 12.. These quarries were opened 
·~ 1872 and, although not continuously ~orked,_were not 
abandoned until about 15 years ago. The maximum depth of'· 
work~gs cannot be completely ascertained due to· the 
pr~sence of water. It is s~spected that the max~ · 
depth is between 75 and 100 f'eet. There are three sepa- · 
rate quarry areas, but· all of' the granite has the same 
.texture and miri.eral compositiono The rock is a quartz, 
biotite, l!D.l._~covi te granite. T. N. Dale has reporte_d on 
the granite l~calities (1907, PP~ e0-83). The quartz 
is clear and the f'eidspars very white. The g~neral color 
·.of' the rock is very light but does not take a good polish· 
d-ge to the abundance of' muscov:J,te mica. Although xenoliths 
or residuals are'not very common, many irregular pegmatite 
veins pass through the granite in various directions. 
Unif'or~ty of' texture_ is not continuous f'or more th~ 200 
f'eet~ 
While the gran~te has been used tor architectural 
·•· 
·purposes_. such .as :for Grant's Tomb, Riverl?ide Drive N .Y.c. ·-
and ror many other buildings, the cost of' transportation 
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and the competition with more easily worked building 
stones led to the ~inal abandonment of the quarries. 
The Biesaw ~uarry is located in (7,1) just.north 
of route 17. This area is a new working in which granite 
is used for road material and, also ~or· general purpose: 
stone ~or repairing retaining -vnills, bridge abu~ments 
and the like. Host of the stone currently worked ~rom 
the quarry is being sent to Rumtord ~or repairs on re-
·taining walls. 
Numerous small granite prospects have been ob-
served on Cape Cod Hill (6,6) and Old Bl~~ Hill (6,7; 
·9 ,1). These prospects are very small and might escape 
notice i~ it were not ~or the presence 0~ drill marks. 
Most of the granite in these prospects was removed in the 
early 1800 r s ~or ~oundations. ~or houses a_"tld ·other build-
ing needs on a purely"local. scale. 
Limestones 
Henry w·. Allen (1955, pp. 11-30) investigated 
limestone occurrences in Maine in which he reported on 
· the Vienna limestone quarry. This quarry has been aban-
doned at least 40 years, as attested by the large number 
o~ trees in the quarry area. Limestone which was· sub-
sequently converted to lime was the ·economic product. The 
.rock is an impure lime silicate marble which by analysis 
(Allen 1955, p. 30) contains 8.34% Si02 ; _45.84% CaO, and 
2.54% l{gO. With improved transportation~ lime o:t: better 
quality _can be importe·d at a cheaper. cost than it can be 
produced in this area. The locality was examined by 
Allen in the hope that the ground up rock could be used 
as a soil additive; not only :t:or its lime content but also 
because of: its impurities and trace elements. To date no 
such operation has commenced, nor is one likely to begin 
in the immediate i'utilre. A·ssociated v;ith the lime sili~ 
cate rocks; scheeiite occurrences have been noted 
(Trei'et£.im9' Alleg, "Forsyth 1955 .. p.· 69'). : These localities 
\.. 
are two miles north oi',Farmington Falls on the. West Farming-
ton - Farmington Falls Road and one mile north o:t: Farmington 
Falls on Route 2. The.scheelite is present only in ex-
. tremely small particles and in minute percentage. Judging 
i'rom the expos•lre the.re is little possibility oi' an economic 
tungsten operation :t:rom this occurrence·. The exposure· one 
mile. north oi' Farmington Falls on Route 2 is at a contact 
zone with a phaneritic rock. The lime silicate rock at the 
contact i!3 coarsely recrystallized, and in this matrix 
minute particles. oi' scheelite occur •. 
Iron Suli'ides 
Iron sul.fides in the form o:t: pyrrhotite and pyrit!iJ 
are very common in the Smalls Falls Formation. Maxi~ 
content is about 18% by volUm.e in concentrated zones. This 
material while not at present economic i'or sul.fur or even 
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iron may prove economic at some ~ture date when the pres-
ently exploited sul~ur deposits are depleated to such an 
extent that new sources must be tapped. 
Caldwell (1959, pp. 33~53) evaluated the use of 
the Sandy River clays as ligl:it weig..l).t aggregate·s·~ Despite 
the ~act that co~pressive strength and weight of concrete 
.l.Lf-0 
made ~rom commercial light weight aggregates compared favor-
ably with the concrete made from Sandy River clays, any 
. 
plant in the Farmington ar~a producing light weight ag-
gregates would have to compete 1-Ti th the light weight ag-
gregate.currently sold in distant Boston at $10 per ton. 
The reserves of· this clay are tremendous, but it is not 
expected that the clay will be utilized ih the near future. 
Sand and Gravel 
Large sand ·and gravel pits· at Chesterville (9,4) 
and along the ·esker (9,4· and 8,9) are currently being ex-
cavated ·by the State of i·1aine Highway department. The 
gravels and sand~. therein contained are well. sorted; The 
coarse gravels are utilized for road\repairs on unpaved .. 
roads, and the fine ·sands are used. for resurfacing o,f the 
black top.roads. ·Fine sand is also used for road sanding 
operations in the winter months •. 
GEOLOGIC HISTORY AND CONCLUSIONS 
The ~action of Maine under study here. 1vas once 
part of the large, sinking, trough-like area known as the 
Acadian Geosyncline~ Marine sediments were deposited in 
this geosyncline simultaneously with.its sinking. Although 
sedimentation may well have been rela~ively continuous in 
one part or another· of the. trough during the Paleozoic, 
the actual rocks in the. ~uadrangle were deposited in Mid-
Paleozoic times, probably entirely within the Silurian 
Period4 The physical nature and composition of the strati-
graphic units reflect the· geo.logical conditions at the time 
of sedimentation~ 
The oldest re.cognized stratigraphic unit in the 
Farmington Quadrangle is ·the Smalls Falls Formation. The 
syngenetic ~uality of the sulfide has been demonstrated 
by Moench (1954) and Cariani (1958). An environment of 
odorifer.ous suli'ide muds which were deposited under 
anaerobic conditions is indicated for the period oi' 
deposition o:f this unit. Marine or bay basins which have 
a bottom con:figu.ration which inhibits circulation would be 
the l)ci for such euxenic conditions. ·since there would 
be littl.e cir·culation o:f water on the bottom of such col-
lecting basins the organic matter with its s1.J.].:fur in the 
accumulating sediments would riot be oxidized. Such condi-
tions of sedimentation exist today on the bottom oi' the 
.• 
·. 
Black Sea and some Norwegian. fiords. 
The lithologies assigned to the Smalls Falls 
Formation are principally argillaceous, but there are 
arenaceous and calcareous fractions. The sulfide ~earing 
grits contain detrital.feldspars. The usual explanation 
for the presence of feldspars in sediments lies in in-
creased tectonic activity, accompanied by an accele;;-ated 
rate of mechanical weathering, of transportation, ·and of 
subsequent sedimentation. 
Perhaps, howeyer, the Smalls Falls, ·arkoses · 
reflect climatic conditions which could readily account 
for the presence of the feldspars in the grits. If the 
climate in the source areas ~ere arid, much of the feld-
spars of the phanerocrystalline rocks might be.freed by 
mechanical means and would not chemically disintegrate 
due to lack of water. Under such conditions, feldspar 
rich material would accumulate as ~err~strial ·deposits. 
If the climate were to shift toward more humid condi~ions, 
much of the feldspar rich material would .be moved into 
sedimentation basins by surface erosioz:!. before an exten-
i 
sive plant cover was developed which would hold the ~edi-
.. . -
ments and encourage chemical weathering. Thus the presence 
of feldspars in the Smalis Falls grits -could easily reflect 
climatic rather than tectonic controls. 
Not all layers contain ·equal percentage~ ·of sul-
fide. 'The amount of ~ulfide present in the sedimentary· 
.. 
beds is a partial measure_of the amount of circulation at 
the time or deposition. The amount 0~-sulfide present in 
any-one bed, however, does not directly measure the extent 
of the reducing environment~ since the metamorphic process 
has concentrated sulfides in favorable_precipitation areas 
and depleted it in others. It is strongly ~dicated, how-
ever, that iD. any one basin circulation was greater a:t 
certain times than at others, producing minor but notabl~ 
variations in the concentrations or sul~ides in some hori-
zons. rr the degree of ci~culation o£ water within.the 
·basin varied, this would be expectable. 
I~ ·climatic conditions _were such that evaporation 
£rom the bas~ was greater tbari recharge into th~ basins 
the basin waters would pe d~plenished in volume and in-
creased in toxic1ty. · Also~ if the basin were isolated 
£rom the open sea by some sort o£ a s~nd bar~ an occasional 
sto~m could pr.oduce ;waves which could break through the bar 3 
flooding the basin and connecting it for a relatively short 
period or time with the open sea. During this period sedi-
ments which were deposited in. the basin would not contain the 
character:ist:ic sulfi-de so 'T'n~ thL~ ·arenaceous, argillaceous 
and c~~careous·beds which appear almost cyclical in quality 
could be explained b~ periodic flooding of the· basins by 
the above tachni9-ue. · 
The author. suggestss then, that an arid climate 
. I 
existed just prior to dep?sition of the Smalls Falls Forma~ 
tion anc ttiat sedimentation occurred lu closed basins which 
were only occasionally connected with the open sea~ The 
extent of the closed basins at the time of their maximum 
occurrence cannot be rigorously stated; however, ·one con-
tinuous sulfide horizon can_ be traced a distance of 46 
miles through the Farmington, Kingfiel-d, Anson and Skowhegan 
Quadrangles. It is probable that many of these basins ex-
isted from tiln.e ·to time and place to place in the ~Iiddle 
Paleozoic Acadian trough. 
The close of the period of deposition characterized 
by the Smalls Falls type deposits was both gradual and inter-
mittent as is indicated by gradational contacts with the 
lliadrid Formation and by sulfidic horizons near the base- of 
that formation. In general, however, the-rocks in.the units 
assigned to the Nadrid Formation sugges.t sedimentation in 
seas with relatively free circulation. T\renty rive foot 
t~ick impure arkosic grits and sandstones can be found near 
the basa of the Madrid Formation. Such beds indicate beach 
sands where_feldspars were incorporated by a transgressing 
~ea from terrestrial sediments weathered under arid condi-
tions. Relatively persistent' but rather thin sulfide rich 
units characteristic-of the Smalls Falls type, can be foUnd 
at various horizons near the base of the !-!adrid Formation. 
These horizons are not continuous for long distru1ces and 
refleci periodic but isolated and short lived returns to 
I 
closed basin conditions, comparable to those appertaining 
to the underlying i'ormation. The major trend, as indicated 
by the strata of the ·lower part oi' the I-Iadrid Formation was 
toward more open sea conditions. In addition, the sandstone 
members indicate a relatively rapid encroac~~ent of seas 
over terrestrial deposits in an. a,rid region of low relief. 
The rapid encroachment of the seas over the land would ex-
plain the angular to sub-angular outline of the grains 
making up the fabric 
The you.J.ger 
of the grits and sandstones. 
~ 0 "-. . .. 
members ofc, the }1adrid Formation are 
more calcareous. These calcareous members ;.rere deposited 
in deeper, ·quieter waters over the previously deposited 
beach sands as the seas continued to advance over the 
subjacent·land· area. Within the Madrid Formation are thinly 
bedded interbedded limestones and shales. These sume units 
have been recognized by Cariani in the Anson Q.uadrangle and 
called the Kennebec member. These ~its might reflect 
minor oscillation of the sea, during which time periods of 
coarser sedimentation are. follo..red by pe.riods of q_uiesci:mce. 
This type of .tectonic control qould easily account for the 
apparent cyclical quality of the shale .limestbne unit. 
Another interpretation is possible, however, as 
follows: .All of the limestone thus fru;' encountered is of 
the lime ooze variety, rather than of the coquina type. 
Thif' material is probably. ~inely connn:inuted shell material 
which was derived ·from shore areas. Occasional storms 
which would agitate the marine shore waters to a depth 
far in e:x:ces.s of the average depth of agitation could 
provide the currents for transportation of the pelitic 
materials over the limey oozes vThich had collected during 
~uieter water conditions. This process, then, could ac~ 
count for the repetition of alternating thin beds in this 
member of the Had·rid Formation. 
The Dyer Hill Hember of the I1adrid Formation has 
only limited expos~e in the ~uad~angle as is indicated 
by plate lo The rocks in these few outcrops have under-
! 
gone low-middle to middle grade ~et~~orphism which has 
. I 
I 
masked, in.part~ the primary sedimentary characteristics 
. I 
of the unit. The unit,· however>J is predominantly an ar-
gillaceous ·non bedded formation. Some sulfide mostly 
pyrrhotite has been observed in the unit, suggesting a 
p~tial return to the reducing conditions exemplified by 
the Smalls Falls type. The presence of ilnenite in the 
unit may be attributed to recrystallization during me-ta-
morphism~ rather than to sedimentation; although there 
was probably a primary titanium.mineral indigenous to tle 
sed"im.ents in which the ilmenite laths now appear, fl~e 50, 
figure 51 . 
.A.:fter the- thick. seq_uence_ of sediments had accumu-
lated in the subsiding· geosyncline; deformation of the units 
took place. The problem as to whether the sediments at the 
Figure 50 Photo~icrograph of unorient3d il~enite 
blades Dyer Hill !-ramber at Fairbanks (2,4). Note slip cleavage. Uncrossed 
nicols~ 60x, FA-63 
Figure 51 Photomicrograph of alligned ilmenite 
blades with chloritized garnets at 
Hospital (2,7). Uncrossed nicols. 
60x, FA-62 
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tims of deformation were consolidated, partially con-
solidated or unconsolidated is of interest. Hany of the 
minor fault displacements and minor folds, particularly 
in the Smalls Falls Formation, are indicative of pene-con-
temporaneous deformation. 1f.here a sedimen~ary bed is 
highly dei'o:r-med but adjacent beds· on either side show no 
deformation, it is likely that the deformation .occurred 
in the unconsolidated state and has no tectonic signi-
i'icance~ In i'act, the blue clays of' Ple.istocene age ex-
posed on the ·banks of' the Sandy River near the Kennebec 
· River confluence show minor i'aults and· isoclinal and 
recumbent i'old structures between.undei'ormed layers. These. 
clays are unconsolidated. It is not unreasonable to as-
~ 
ffUme such deformation could have taken place ·bei'ore con-
solidation in the _Silurian sediment~; particularly in the 
shaley beds of' the Smalls Falls Formation. 
Undoubtedly some compaction of' the sediments did : 
occur, particularly in the lower portions of' the accurnulat-
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ing sedimentary prism. In lower portions of: the . geosyncline 
heat was accumulating which caused differential solution o:f 
the sediments. It is suggested that ple.ated :folding occurred 
when roof' areas were lei't unsupported by these heated mobile 
zones at a time bei'ore any significant-induration had taken 
·place. The most hea'l1ed, deep seated geosynclinal areas be-
came magma.tized zones, some of: which intruded the overlying 
dei'ormed strata. and occupie~ areas .between pleats·. 
The evidence strongly indicates that the time o£ 
deposition of _the metamorphic rocks in the southern third 
of the quadrangle was the same as for the relatively on-
metamorphosed rocks to the north. This means, obviously, 
-that the time of the met~~orphic process post dates all 
indur4-ted sediaents except Pleistocene in the region·. The 
probable geologic age for this period of regional meta-
morphism associated with ~ock movement and magmatization 
·is late Devonian, what is commonly referred to as the maxi-
mum stage of the Acadian Revolution. 
Fo~lowing the· Acadian Revolution-it i·s likely that 
erosion continued to the present, During much o·f the _viis-
co~sin age, however, northwestern central Maine was covered 
by a thick continental ice sheet. The. weight o£ the ice, 
plus a significant cooling and contraction·effect on the 
. -· 
underlying r·ocks caused· a ·dm-mwarping of the crust; :::1ore 
than_sea level was depressed: The:ic~ finally melted, but 
the land did not i:mm~diately. recoil. The sea was· able. to 
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invade the stream valle~s to a height of about 24-o .feet or more 
·before crustal recoil forced the sea back to its present 
bounds. Plentiful, unconsolidat-ed_, unanchor~d gla?ial debris 
provided material which overloaded the streams. This caused 
alluviation of their channels, together with damming and al-
luviation of their tributaries. In basin areas such as Lake 
Farmington whiCh were induced by..such alluviation of the 
Kennebec River lacustrine deposits accumulated~ 
When. the stre~s later became underloaded; "te~­
races developed on the major and tributary streams as 
they incised their floors. At this time broad flood plains 
were exposed to th~ action or n~d and seolian features 
resulted,. such as the sand dunes one half mile northwe.st 
of-Farmington Falls. Little ~dification of the landscape 
has taken place since· that tics~ 
Conclusions 
The more definite co~clusions attained from the 
geological investigations of the Farmington·Q.Iladrangle are: 
1. The Smalls Falls and :-Iadrid formations are geosynclin-
ally deposited marine sediments of mid Paleozoic age, 
.probably mid Silurian, pending correlation with known 
.:fossil.localities. K!=li~h' s designation o:f some of 
these rocks as Pre-C~rian is untenable. 
2. There are no notable unconformities between the forma-
- ticins., 
3- The· sedimentary rocks have been regionally metamor-
phosed, probably during the Acadian Revolution. 
4.·. The grade of metamorphism increases from low at the 
northern. end of the quadrangle ~0 high at.the southern. 
end. 
5. The· phanerocr-ystalline rocks are intrusive. in the case 
o:f the Clearwater Pluton but have been essentially 
.• 
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magmatized in situ in the region or the Chesterville-
Vienna Complex. The magmatization is but the end 
phase or the regional metamorphic process. 
6. No large scale raulting has been observed; howeverJ 
numerous longitudinal and transverse shear zones or 
minbr individual displacement are evidento 
7~ The at.titude of·the strata is on the average N 30° E 
and dips are steep to the ll"orth-v;est. 
Complex struct~es exist which should not be inter-
·ry (j 
preted ns isoclinal folds because or the lack of ¢ 
crests and troughs or foldsJ lack or repetition or 
beds, and lack or converging· st·r.ikes. Pleated rolds 
are susgested as a possible regional structure. These 
perhaps oan be interpreted_as ·a piece meal·stoping 
mechaniSlll. on a grandiose scale ••here the .blocks are 
reoriented by tectonic forces. 
9. The terra.oes on the Sandy River are the product. of 
the stroam cuttilig into a br.oad rlood plain produced 
by the ov~rloading of the Kennebec.River with con-
. . . " - .. . . 
comitant. alluviation followed by _successive rejuvena~ 
tion due to· underloading and climatic shirts. The 
alluviation or the maJor trunk streamJ the KennebecJ 
causod nlluviation of all tributaries. The subseq_uent 
rejuvenations of the Kelli~ebec River produced compar-
able rejuvenations or·the :first and second order 
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THE GEOLOGY OF THE: FAR1HNGT-,N QUADP.A~<GLE. KAINE 
{Library of C~ngress No. Mic. ) 
Ira Ellsworth Furlong, ·Ph.D. 
Boston University Graduate School~ l960 
Major Professor: Caleb Wroe: Wolfe~ Professor of Geology 
Abstract 
The Farmingt~n Quadrangle is located in west central. 
Maine within the New England Physiogra?hic Province. Meta-
sedimentary rocks of Mid-Paleoz~ic age comprise approximately 
two-thirds of this area. The remaining one third reveals 
phanerocrystalline granitic rocks, divided into magmatic and 
gra.nitized zones. 
The oldest recognized stratigrap~ic unlt.ln the 
Farmin~ton Quadrangle is the Smalls Falls (Parmachenee) 
Formation. This "unit is characterized by dark, maroon stained, 
thinly bedded~ highly sulfidic argillaceous rock with minor 
in~ercalated arenace~us and calcareous units. This formati~n 
was deposited unaer anaerobic c:mditi::ms in closea basins. 
·The Maorid Formation lies. above. the Smalls Falls 
.Formation and is characteri:r.ed by intercalated calcareous 
arenaceou~ units with some argillsceJus and calcareous 
horizons. Near trye top of the Madrid F~rmation lies the Dyer 
Hi~l Member which is a dark argillaceous rock. 
The etratigrapl:ic unite have been e:ubjected to 
. ·regional metamorohism. The metamorphism increases from low 
grade, chlorite intensities in the northern sector of the 
quadran~le to high grade. sillimanite intensities in the 
eouth~rn region of the qua1rangle. Contact· thermal metamorphic 
effects are superimposed ~n the regl~rial metamorphism in the 
C~earWater Piuton area. 
The phanerocrystalline rock bodies are ascribed to 
extensive transformati~ns ot·sediments in localized deeper 
areas of the geosyncline which produced magmatic core areas 
··bordered by gran! t~"?.ed and metamor;:>hlc zones. Some of the 
granitic magmatic material has been .Intruded into the over-
lying rocks while some has remained essentially in situ. 
The attitude of the rocks in the ·quadrangle reflect 
intense structural deformation. The regi::ma:j.. strl.ke of the 
beds is N.N.E. and dips are usually very stee;:> to the N.W. 
Shear zones both transverse and long_! tud ina_l are ubiquitous; 
there a·re many drag folds or" diverse orientati')n associated 
with the shear zones. Pleated folding is suggested as the 
ex-planation for the regional structure. Isoclinal folding 
is held untenable due.to the absence of: converging strikes 
of beds; lack of crests and troughs; and readily identifiable 
·re";:>etition of beds.· 
The late mature to9ography reflects pre-glacial 
conditions which were m~dified by Pleistocene glacial erosion 
and de!)osition. 
The method used to map the less accessible areas of 
the F~rmin~ton Quadrangle W8s the pace. and com?aes method. 
Extensive field notes were recorded and evaluated. One 
i 
., 
;,.. __ · 
-hundred and sixty three thin sections were prepared and 
studied. A geol~gic map and the feologic history of the 
Farmington qua~rangle was develo~ed from these data. 
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